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Welcome

Corporate culture is sometimes difficult to understand and describe. Its character changes and evolves over time and I
have found the best the way to explain how a culture manifests itself is with examples. Within Vermilion in the
Netherlands, we have however numerous examples that really help to define our culture, and to help understand its
many facets. There are moments when corporate culture is put to the test, and those moments can shape and evolve it
going forward. The business we are in and the places we operate pose many challenges to us, the people. Many of these are
out of scope of what we are used to dealing with in our business, which is a challenge in itself. For example, did we ever
expect to become badger experts?
I would say our culture is defined by persistence and overcoming obstacles, and doing so in creative and unique ways, and
all with a smile on our faces. We find ways to win. The original purpose of a project could be described as a challenge we
need to overcome, with risk, but with the purpose of achieving the goal we see at the end, the goal that we saw as an
opportunity at the start. We think we find an answer, but then we are challenged again and our creativity and spirit is
used to improve the project once more.
We work in an environment where it is hard to affect our top line, as we deal in commodities. However, the bottom line we
can influence. We do our best to optimize production levels, work to get our permitting approvals, and care how the
public views us. These are difficult challenges. How we deal with these challenges is what defines our character. How we
deal with victory, how we deal with losing. How we deal with progress, how we deal with setbacks. Resistance, change,
you name it. These bring out our emotions, our fears, our joy. Our company culture is defined by our ability to look past
the near‐term, to view into the distance and stay the course through determination, intelligence and excellence to keep
achieving results for our stakeholders. We are investing in the communities in which we operate, we are able to safely
and responsibly produce natural gas to aid in the domestic energy supply to meet our growing demand, we give energy
back where we extract energy.
These are the things we will keep doing, because it is what defines us, and our culture. And you know what?
I am proud of that, because we are good at it!

Sven Tummers, Managing Director Netherlands
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Summary

Already our seventh Culture Audit for the Great Place to work Survey. Each time we start this journey of writing out the
audit, it seems like climbing Mount Everest, but once we work through it, it is a moment of reflection on the past year and
really a fun trip down memory lane.
Sophia Ruiter, our HR administrator and myself gathered a year’s worth of events, memories and other occasions and put
everything together in this document. We had a brainstorm with Jennifer Metthe, our HR Manager and went through, what
we considered one of the most challenging years for our business, with low stock prices, cutting budgets as a result and
dealing with legislative challenges around the nitrogen emissions, shutting down one of our biggest drilling projects of the
year. These challenges are hard on morale, but despite this, we have a great group of people working here. They are willing
to step up in difficult times, come up with creative ways of trying to fix the problems, work budgets and overcome
technical challenges.
Like the last two years, the chapters are linked to the themes of the Great Place to Work and show our interpretations of
these subjects.
A great thank you to Jennifer Metthe, HR Manager who gave us the trust, time and freedom to write this piece and to
Sophia Ruiter for all her input.
Yvonne Rowlands
Senior HR Advisor

Meet HR : Yvonne, Jennifer & Sophia!
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About Vermilion

Vermilion Energy Inc.
“Vermilion Energy Inc. is an international energy producer that seeks to create value through the acquisition,
exploration, development and optimization of producing properties in North America, Europe and Australia. Our
business model targets annual organic production growth, along with providing reliable and increasing dividends to
investors. Vermilion is targeting growth in production primarily through the exploitation of light oil and liquids‐rich
natural gas conventional resource plays in Canada and the United States, the exploration and development of high impact
natural gas opportunities in the Netherlands and Germany, and through oil drilling and workover programs in France and
Australia. Vermilion holds a 20% working interest in the Corrib gas field in Ireland. Vermilion is targeting production of
between 101,000 – 106,000 boe/d in 2019.
“In the Netherlands, Vermilion’s operations are focused on the exploration, development and production of
conventional natural gas. We believe that natural gas is a key component of the energy mix in the Netherlands, as it is
the most environmentally friendly fossil fuel and allows for a secure, reliable and cost effective supply of energy and
provides significant benefits to the Dutch economy.”
Vermilion's priorities are health and safety, the environment, and profitability, in that order. Nothing is more important to
us than the safety of the public and those who work with us, and the protection of our natural surroundings. We have been
recognized as a top decile performer amongst Canadian publicly listed companies in governance practices, as a Climate "A"
List performer by the CDP, and a Best Workplace in the Great Place to Work® Institute's annual rankings in Canada,
France, the Netherlands and Germany. In addition, Vermilion emphasizes strategic community investment in each of our
operating areas.”
Vermilion entered the Netherlands in 2004
through an acquisition of producing natural
gas assets. Today we are the second largest
onshore natural gas producer in the
country. “Vermilion holds a total of 26
concessions in the Netherlands; onshore
concessions in the northern part of the
country, onshore concessions in the
southwestern part of the country, and one
offshore concession (as partner). 17
concessions are classified as production
concessions, nine are classified as
exploration concessions. Total land held in
these concessions covers 605,000 gross
(340,000 net) hectares (1.5 million gross
(840,000 net) acres) across eight
provinces.” It has gas treatment‐centers (TC)
in Garijp, Waalwijk, Kootstertille and a
Technical Services Office (TSO) in Amsterdam.

Vermilion Energy’s head office in Harlingen
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About Vermilion

Our Stakeholders
In the table below, all the major stakeholders of Vermilion Energy Netherlands are shown:

Investors


Partners and suppliers





Shareholders

Departments







Managing director
Geoscience
Operations
Engineering
Finance/Information
Technology (IT)
Health, Safety and
Environment (HSE)

Gasunie
GasTerra
EBN
International Petroleum
Corp.





Parkmead
NAM
Contractors






Lobby and Action groups
NGO’s
Regulators
Independent bodies such
as Commissie
Bodemdaling Fryslân
Scientific organizations
such as TNO

External stakeholders



Human
resources
(HR)
External
Affairs









Political parties at all
levels
Ministries
Provincial and local
authorities
Water boards
Branch organizations
Media
Citizens / communities



Our people
Currently we have 65 employees on our own payroll (increase of 5 compared to last year) and 5 expats
from Canada and France. We also have around 35 people who work as contractor at Vermilion, through
various agencies and some 20 consultants who work on various projects.
We want YOU!
At Vermilion we are proud to say that you can be yourself and we don’t discriminate on gender, age,
sexuality and family relations. When recruiting we look for the most suitable candidate for the role. We
look at knowledge, education and skills. Who you are and where you come from don’t matter to us.
Nationalities
The majority of the people at the Dutch business Unit are Dutch nationals. Around 80 people are born
and raised in the Netherlands. The majority of this group is from the Northern part of the country, so
Vermilion is doing very well with hiring local staff. In the Netherlands BU, there are six expats, who are
Canadian and French. Other backgrounds are English, French, Chinese, Australian, American, Afghan,
Polish‐French, Belgian, Italian and Philippine, but also some Dutch who, after spending up to 25 years abroad, came back
to The Netherlands to live and work

Global staff count in numbers
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To Inspire

How Vermilion inspires staff to see there is a meaning behind their job.
Core values, Vision and Mission
How do we inspire staff members that they see and understand how their work contributes to our core values.
“Vermilion’s core values of Excellence, Trust, Respect and Responsibility have guided what we do and how we do it
throughout our 25‐year history. We believe that in order to be successful, a business must prioritize the health and safety
of people and protection of the environment over profit. Accordingly, we are committed to conducting our activities in a
manner that protects the health and safety of the people that work with us and that live in the communities in which we
operate. We strive to operate our business in the most environmentally responsible manner possible.
Vermilion understands that we all have a role to play in addressing the environmental impacts of a carbon economy,
whether as producers or consumers of fossil fuel energy. That is why we remain committed to minimizing our
environmental impact by investing in technologies to maximize energy and water‐use efficiency as well as reduce our
greenhouse gas emissions. We carefully consider the lands and people impacted by our operations and we treat our
people, partners, suppliers, and members of the community respectfully and fairly.
We believe that successful, well‐managed companies include sustainability as a core element of their business strategy. By
emphasizing the importance of sustainability, we are not only mitigating worker safety, public safety, environmental,
financial and reputational risks, but we will ultimately generate economic and social benefits for all our stakeholders
including those in the communities in which we operate.” (http://www.vermilionenergy.com/about‐us/our‐values.cfm)
Internally, our values are measured in our VET Vision.
VET‐Vision
VET is our symbol on the Toronto Stock Exchange, and stands for Vermilion Energy Trust, the original name we had when
we were first became a public trading company.) So to name our long term vision, the name was easy.
“Our VET Vision delivers a plan that clearly articulates what we want to
achieve now and in the future, outlines every element that contributes to our
business strategy, and engages the entire organization to work together to
achieve our goal:

“To be the best oil and gas company in the world”
In the appendix, in one overview, we show what the VET Vision means to us.
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Strategic Framework
This strategic framework forms the basis of everything we do. The foundation of the framework are our Strategic
Objectives. These are the key business drivers, that set the objectives to reach that final goal of being the best oil & gas
producer in the world. Each strategic objective has defined outcomes for the long‐term future and is represented by a
member of the Executive team. The Executive team sets objectives and reviews these commitments on an ongoing basis,
and provides progress reports to our Board of Directors.
For staff, it starts with the onboarding. Each employee and long term contractor is offered an onboarding session by HR.
During that session, the new starter is introduced to Vermilion Energy, both globally as nationally. Among other subjects
we explain the VET vision, our vison, mission and our culture ‘The Vermilion Way’ with new employees.
NBU Mandate
On corporate level we have our overarching programs, but as a Netherlands Business Unit (NBU) we have committed
ourselves as well. This is what we stand for, this is what we are going to deliver and we are going to have fun along the
way! (See appendix for the NBU mandate)
We have the NBU Mandate up on the flat screens, as a daily reminder of our targets and what we have to accomplish.
Performance Management
One of the first tasks after starting as an employee,
you receive a message from our HR administrative
program Workday, to talk to your manager and draft
a plan, the Plan Forward, which enables new staff to
set your goals and objectives for the remainder of
the year. This is the first step in our performance
management process.
For all permanent staff this plan opens up each year
in the second week of January.
One of the strategic objectives in our VET Vision is
Extra ordinary People. “Build a team of highly
motivated, engaged people who work together as
owners of the company to deliver superior results
and make Vermilion A Great Place To Work.”
That's why we encourage our employees to be the
best they can be, too.
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The performance management process supports our Extraordinary People by:







Setting clear expectations for performance
Communicating performance and development goals, and career aspirations
Identifying opportunities to learn and grow
Providing ongoing feedback
Evaluating results and how they were achieved, and
Recognizing accomplishments.

After that first Plan Forward, we continue the cycle on an annual basis.
Performance Rating Review Meetings
Mid‐ October, staff are requested to complete a self‐evaluation form, Looking back – performance review. This form
allows you to first rate yourself on your performance and secondly your supervisor to do the same.

The Vermilion Strategic Objectives
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From November until early December leaders at all levels, from front line supervisors to our Executives, participate in
performance rating review meetings which involve supervisors discussing the rationale for specific performance ratings of
employees in similar and comparable positions. Human Resources facilitates these meetings that have the ultimate goal of
ensuring all employees receive accurate ratings that adequately reflects their performance for the year and fairly impacts
their compensation for the next year.
We have found these rating review meetings have helped us to:
•
•
•
•

Increase consistency and objectivity to how performance is
evaluated and ratings are determined;
Create a common and shared understanding of individual
performance, strengths and challenges amongst leaders;
Have leaders learning from their peers through feedback and
suggestions; and
Give supervisors a ‘head start’ on staff planning and identifying
employee support and development opportunities for the year
ahead.

The purpose, format and timelines associated with these performance rating review meetings is communicated to
employees through email, our performance management tool, and face‐to‐face orientations provided to employees. The
intent is that this is transparent for employees.
In January of the following year, the supervisor will sit down with the employee and review and discuss your performance
of the past year. In that meeting, you usually also set the goals and objectives for the coming year again. In March
employees receive the compensation component of the performance review; the bonus amount based on own
performance and the company’s performance and the new salary as of April 1st.
Performance highlight 2019
In this process, we would like to highlight Hidde Baars. Hidde joined us in May 2018 on a fixed term contract for a year in
the role of Governmental Relations representative. Through showing successes, the right work ethic and quickly building
the relations both internal as external, we broke open his fixed term contract and offered him early permanency in
November 2018. Hidde continued his high performance and less than a year further in September 2019, he was promoted
to Team Lead External Relations, taking his place in our Leadership Team. He now leads the team he was once a part off,
continuing building that team and working on the challenges this team faces.
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The Vermilion Way
Everyone can be who they are within the organization. We have no restrictions on personal choices like where you live,
who you are in a relationship with and even family working together. We are very flexible.
With that, we do acknowledge that there are people from different nationalities and backgrounds working together and
that there are cultural differences within the organization.
The Vermilion Way is a practical explanation of the company culture. Being a Dutch business unit, operating under a
Canadian corporate division and having (amongst other nationalities) many Canadian employees and expats, it is no rocket
science that there are cultural differences.
Highlighting and acknowledging the cultural differences within the company and the difference in approaching work, life,
values, beliefs and practices, the aim is to create awareness on the fact that we are not all the same and how to respect
each other when working together.







We empower our people and enable performance
We hold ourselves accountable for our actions and outcomes
We expect, recognize and reward high performance that aligns to our core values, and address behavior that does
not (compensation/promotions/conversions/dismissals)
We think and act as owners of the company in every decision, actively seeking to: increase revenue; reduce capital,
operating and G&A costs; and improve efficiency
We continuously improve our business; change is constant and viewed as a positive
We recognize the importance of work‐life balance

The Vermilion Way is built on our corporate values of Trust, Excellence, Respect and Responsibility, and logically, that is
where it starts. In order to build on that, there are 5 dimensions which explain the Vermilion Way into more detail:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HSE Focus
Results
Culture
Stakeholders
NBU Specifics
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In this chapter, we will only highlight the NBU specific cultural aspects, as the other parts are explained and noted in other
parts of this audits. The full Vermilion Way document is added as an appendix.
NBU Specific cultural aspects:






Cultural Diversity:
We respect the cultural diversity in our organization and the different approaches this brings to solving problems
and getting the job done;
Communication:
We challenge by providing feedback that is direct; everyone has a right to their opinion. We value and expect open
and transparent communication;
Polder model:
Where appropriate, we solicit internal and external consultation as a means to achieving broadly supported
decision making;
Energy Transition:
We believe that what we do is important to Dutch society as it transitions to a new energy reality; we are persistent
and adaptive in our approach to include this responsibility in our strategy
Entrepreneurship:
We look for creative ways to get things done and don’t revert to the status quo.

In late 2017 we presented “The Vermilion Way”
to staff and in early 2018 this was followed up
with Sophia Ruiter, HR Administrator going to
all the locations and having a lunch & learn on
cultural differences and The Vermilion Way and
high lighting the Netherlands Business Units’
specifics.
Since then, as a follow up to the onboarding,
Sophia invites all new staff coming in to the
organization to a culture presentation. About
twice a year she presents our culture and opens
the discussion on what they have seen so far, is
what they noticed of The Vermilion Way, on
working in a multi‐cultural environment etc. This leads to some great responses and feedback. “The cultural presentation
is seen as an important piece in the onboarding. I do the presentation in group‐sessions on purpose and really keep it
interactive. The best sessions are when I have a group of different nationalities and I can ask about personal experiences.
The sessions are open, direct and honest, which lead to the best discussions. At the end of the presentation, you see the
staff leaving with imaginary light bulbs above their heads!” ‐Sophia Ruiter, HR Administrator.
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Health Safety and Environment (HSE) policies
We live by the mantra HSE… Everywhere. Everyday. Everyone.
At Vermilion we strive for a safe and responsible work place. Therefore the most important priority is Health, Safety and
Environment. Everyone at Vermilion commits to our HSE Policy: “Top priority is the safety of our workers and the public.
Secondly Vermilion commits to protect the environment. These two priorities should be in place before we talk about
profitability. If we don’t meet the safety requirements based on our policy, there will not be any operations taking place.”
HSE awareness comprises an integral part of any job at Vermilion.
One of the six Strategic Objectives that lay the foundation to Vermilion’s VET Vision to be ‘The Best Energy Company in the
World’, is to deliver Best in Class Health, Safety & Environment.
Our HSE vision is to fully integrate HSE into our day‐to‐day business and culture, resulting in a workplace free of incidents.
Our culture is recognized as a model by the industry and our stakeholders.
For Vermilion to achieve Best in Class Health, Safety & Environment, we need the staffs commitment, regardless of what
their role is in the organization, and regardless of which region of the world they are from. It is a joint effort that requires
continuous support of everyone who works at Vermilion. We are all accountable for HSE, and deliver continuous
improvement through active involvement by management & staff.
It is very important that everybody working for Vermilion, and those living in the communities we interact with daily,
know how central Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) is to Vermilion. HSE is more than statistics, top quartile
performance or being ‘Best in Class’ – those are just measures. What matters most about Health, Safety and Environment is
the protection of people and the environment.
How is HSE organized at Vermilion?
We have a Corporate HSE in Calgary Canada, that set a framework of policies based on the Core Values and Guiding
principles that are outlined in the Strategic framework. Working closely with the different business units, they prioritize
the challenges we face and develop programs, procedures or guidance for the BU’s to follow.
These programs etc. are customized for the different countries, based on law requirements or activities. The HSE programs
are then managed at the business unit level and there's a dotted line from these people to the corporate HSE, so that there
is communication from an HSE technical level to corporate.
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The Vermilion High 5:
As part of Vermilion Energy's commitment to HSE, we always strive for improved tools to ensure everyone who works
with us returns home safely. This is our top priority.
CEO Anthony Marino on the release of the Vermilion High 5 tool:
“To help each of us focus on safety, the corporate HSE
department has developed, together with the HSE
departments of the specific Business Units, an additional
layer of protection for our front‐line workers called
Vermilion High 5. If we buy into and ingrain this simple
tool into our everyday thinking and practice, I believe it
can prevent many HSE incidents that might otherwise
happen.
The Vermilion High 5 matters to me. We have many
design, technical and administrative layers of protection
in place, yet HSE incidents, can still occur. The Vermilion
High 5 does not replace any of these other barriers, but is
an additional layer of defense to achieve safety
performance.
The Vermilion High 5 tool is intended to reach all personnel present on work sites, regardless of their familiarity with our
HSE program or the complexity of the work to be conducted. It lives on the front line, and is part of the final check to keep
ourselves and those around us safe at each step in our operations. And it can live beyond the field work site: I encourage
you to use the tool in our offices and your everyday life, increasing your awareness of possible hazards that can
impact your safety. This new safety awareness tool was created in consultation with our field employees and contractors,
and has been successfully tested in our Australia, Canada and Netherlands business units.”
Results High 5 ‐ 2019
“The results are hard to measure, as this tool is used without any obligation. We do not audit the use of the tool. What we
do know, is all our staff carry the little card with the questions on them in the pockets of their coveralls. During worksite
meetings, the High Five is always discussed with all involved.
The visibility has increased so much, that our partners are showing an interest in using it, according to one of our
engineers, after a meeting with our financial partners.
In the autumn of 2018 the pilot was done in The Netherlands. Since then, the program has been introduced worldwide
within Vermilion. The cards and instructions have been translated into all the languages of the countries we do business in,
as understandability is most important.
For this year, the HSE department is planning to add more visibility in the offices who are responsible for providing work
permits, like banners.” – Martijn ter Haar, HSE Manager
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How Vermilion shares important information with staff
Corporate information
Town halls:
A town hall meeting by definition is an event at which a politician or public official
answers questions from the public. Also defined as a way for local and national
politicians to meet with their constituents, either to hear from them on topics of
interest or to discuss specific upcoming legislation or regulation. It is a very North
American phenomenon, that, slightly altered in form, our American CEO Tony Marino
has introduced to Vermilion when he was appointed as CEO in 2016.
Normally twice a year, our Executive Team arrange a global webcast from Calgary,
where they give all staff an update on how the business is doing. Each event also has
a special subject, like sustainability, 20 years operations in France or an IT
presentation on phishing mail and hacker attacks.
Webcasts:
On special occasions, our Executive Team will broadcast an extra webcast. Like on
Tuesday 17th April 2018, where they announced our biggest and quickest acquisition
to date, the takeover of Spartan Energy Corp. for 1.40 billion CAD. We took on 140
new staff ( approx. 17% increase of our global staff count), adding close to 30% in
production over a full year.

Corporate quarterly memo’s
After the end of each quarter, our CEO Anthony Marino, sends out a memo to all
global staff, giving us his view of the company’s performance, the stock market,
analysts reviews on our shares, expansion plans or achievements etc. He has these
memo’s translated into Dutch, French and German, so all our staff can understand
this, sometimes very technical, subject matter.
Netherlands Business Unit information

Town Hall

Sven Tummers, managing director VEN
In February 2018, the NBU got his first Dutch MD. After several Canadian MD’s, Sven was offered the opportunity to take
over the NBU. Having a Dutch national at the helm, makes communication both internally as externally simpler. The
updates Sven sends on the Dutch operations, he writes in Dutch, during updates, he can switch between both languages
where needed, which is much appreciated by staff.
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Staff update through webcast
Twice a year our MD hosts a staff update. Special about this, is that we
broadcast these sessions live through a webcast. All staff around the
country are able to follow what is said on their PC, laptop, phone, basically
all devices with an internet connection. All webcasts are also saved on our
intranet and can be viewed later, if someone can’t view it live. Continuing
on the language issue, presenters can choose to either present in Dutch or
English, with the rule, that the slides they use are in the opposite language.
We close the webcast with a live Q&A, where staff can send in questions by
email or text to the IT technician, who adds them live in the presentation
for the MD or other Leadership Team members to answer.

Webcast

Coffee sessions

On a regular basis, Sven hosts informal sessions in the canteen, around the coffee machine, no technical assistance like
power point presentations etc. These coffee breaks lead to interesting discussions on for example sustainability, the future
of gas production in The Netherlands, future drilling plans etc. For these sessions Sven goes ‘on tour’ visiting all the
different assets and speaking to the individual teams.

Open door policy
At Vermilion we have an open door policy. This means simply that when people have their office doors open, you are
welcome to come in and ask questions or chat. When the door is closed, this logically means that people are busy and
would not like to be disturbed. This policy is for all staff including the management.
Each email, presentation (from a corporate level to the weekly staff meetings) end with the leaders inviting all staff to
contact them if there are any questions, they want to address in person. All try to keep the threshold as low as possible.

Visiting assets

Besides Sven, other leadership team members do site visits throughout the year as well. As part of their expectations as a
leader, each leader and or supervisor needs to do at least one site visit per year.
As HR department, we have also committed to visiting our assets at least five times per year. This to keep in touch with
staff there, answering questions, chatting (which usually leads to answering questions) and getting or stay familiar with
the different plants and locations. We need to know what goes on there, what new staff would fit there, what issues are
‘hot’ among staff, to be able to address these.
Visiting assets is made more and more difficult, due to improving communication technology. Several of our meeting
rooms are now equipped with video call equipment, video skype, conference calling devices, so it is very easy to stay at
your own location and handle business by phone. Despite this, we do encourage leaders and staff to sometimes do take
that extra time to visit the locations, as face to face interaction cannot be replaced by a video call.
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HR Global Meetings: meeting up in Ireland and France
As HR, the HR managers have regular meetings on the phone, being informed by corporate HR on all kinds of matters. This
year, because we had Ireland joining us as a new Business Unit, after taking on operatorship at the end of 2018 and adding
90 staff to our global headcount and our HR Manager Global Services coming to Europe, all the European HR managers or
HR Advisors from each country met up for a 2 day session in Dublin. Here all the representatives of the different countries
had the opportunity to meet face to face for the first time in some cases, ‘compare notes’, preparing some new roll outs for
2020 and discussing the challenges our
business face right now.
In February all the HR staff for Germany,
The Netherlands and France had the
opportunity to meet up in Parentis, France,
to receive training from one of our Canadian
colleagues. Our corporate head office rolled
out a new feature in our HR system
Workday on recruitment. Instead of all
getting individual training, we all met up in
one location. We also took this opportunity,
to discuss the European privacy legislation
as a HR group.

European HR together in Parentis (read recruitment)

Staff meetings National level
Through various meetings, our staff receive information.
HSE work site meetings mandatory each month for all field operators. Aimed at safety, they discuss how to work safely,
discuss incidents that happened and operators each month take their turn by presenting on a specific safety topic.
Operator meetings: In the field, operators work in shifts, 8 days on and then they are 6 days off. On Wednesday both
shifts work together, starting each Wednesday morning with an operator meeting in the Garijp and Waalwijk asset, where
there is a chance to discuss the events of the past shift and divide the tasks for the next shift.
Our Finance department has a Monday Morning Huddle, where in 10 to 15 minutes, all the Finance staff are updated by
their manager. HR has a weekly staff meeting to discuss all their operational matters. In these meetings, the HR manager
always provides updates on matters discussed in the Leadership Team meeting that are relevant for the team to know.
The External Affairs team, who are based in two different assets, each Monday morning have a video link meeting. In
addition to this, they try to spend at least one day per week together in one of the offices.
The HSE team also has a meeting every Monday morning, LT every Tuesday morning. So all the leaders are very aware of
the importance of communication, choosing a moment each week to catch up with their team, in person as much as they
can.
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GOLT meetings
“Since Vermilion is a global player, a Global Operations Leadership Team was formed some time ago. The group, called
GOLT, involves representatives from all business units, as well as marketing, investor relations, and corporate
planning. The representatives vary by business unit, ranging from Team Leads to VP’s depending on the specific BU
size/structure. Discussions are primarily core business‐related, with focuses on HSE, production, capital, human
resources, and public/government/regulatory. They provide an avenue to receive a general overview of each business
unit and also for the business units to receive corporate updates. The messages are designed to be communicated back
into the business units to be trickled down to staff. On top of this, most representatives of GOLT meet once per year in
person in a central venue to review and develop strategic objectives.” – Chris Edwards, Asset Manager The Netherlands
HSE meeting : Vive la France
This year for the first time in France, our Health Safety and Environment corporate
department organized a HSE global meeting. In Europe there have been many changes,
new countries joining Vermilion, changes in HSE managers within the countries, that to
get the communication off to a fresh start, a global meeting was organized. Corporate HSE
and all HSE Managers or Advisors of all the countries (highest in ranking for each
country) met in the office of the Paris Basin. Partly o meet each other, learning from each
other, sharing knowledge and best practices/lessons learned. Secondly to set out the HSE
strategy which is in line with the new long term plan till 2030. These plans are in the
process of being rolled out and each department will over the next period, have to adjust
their own strategy to align with these plans. – Martijn ter Haar, HSE Manager The
Netherlands

Gage Geoscience committee
As a result of Vermilion’s growth in Europe over the last few years, portfolio evaluation consistency has become of
paramount importance to support senior management arbitrage in European Business Unit project selection and Capital
allocation. The Geoscience Advisory Group Europe (GAGE that includes the following members: D. Chantreau, K. Fletcher, J.
Simpson, and B. Sralla) has been set up to enable individual drilling opportunities within the diverse European portfolio to
be evaluated in a consistent manner utilizing modern industry‐leading best practices. GAGE will be called upon by
European Business Units managers that do retain project accountability and will operate within the outline of its project
charter. The GAGE Mandate is to:




Promote technical excellence in prospect generation, geological risking, pre‐drill In‐Place resource estimation, and
look‐back effectiveness monitoring and provide independent feedback to management on key prospects that are
reviewed.
Champion knowledge sharing of technology/techniques across Vermilion’s European Geoscience community
Facilitate access to specialized technical expertise between the various European Geoscience teams.
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Asset Integrity global meetings
The Vermilion worldwide Asset Integrity group organizes monthly meetings for asset integrity representatives from each
operating company to share learnings and lessons related to current events in each region. This initiative was started in
2012 and continues on to this day expanding from an original group of 3 advisors, to a group of 9. Countries participating
in these meetings include Canada, USA, Ireland, France, Netherlands, Australia, Germany. As well the HSE corporate
director and Asset Integrity Manager for Europe also participates in these meetings to provide a corporate perspective and
risk based perspective to the group.
Corrosion mechanisms that occur in each region are common to the equipment for many of the internal corrosion and
asset integrity failures that are encountered. By sharing these events and highlighting problem areas, advisors can learn
from one another and look at their own systems to ensure they have adequate barriers in place to prevent similar events
from occurring. Another advantage with sharing between country’s is the taking advantage of new technology and ideas
by multiple points of view looking at specific issues. The meetings also prevent the re‐inventing of a solution, if one
already exists in another country that can be adapted to other countries. By meeting together standardization also can
occur in ways that risks are assessed and we become stronger as a company by evaluating risks in a common way.
“Asset integrity is a specialized subject matter with a small population of experts and advisers, therefore having a peer
group to bounce ideas off and to suggest solutions is invaluable dealing with a company the size of Vermilion, with
operations across the globe.” ‐ Evan Bloomfield – Manager European Asset Integrity
PGR summit in Budapest
Vermilion’s public and governmental (PGR) departments from Canada, Ireland, France, Germany, Hungary and The
Netherlands business units (BU) came together at our office in Budapest on June 12th &13th 2019. This is an annual
meeting organized to discuss PGR related matters with each other, such as stakeholder engagement, management, strategy
and tools. Next to that, this is great way to meet and talk to your colleagues face‐to‐face instead of digital, it makes
communicating easier.
Why the summit:
 BU’s can learn a great deal from each other;
 BU’s can inspire others to adopt new and creative ways to
establish and maintain License to Operate;
 Sharing of experience, insights and materials are a way to
be more effective at lesser costs.
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Weekly NBU update

Every week, an internal communication is send out. In a set format, all the highlights of the week are stated.






HSE summary: Noting if there were any safety issues and if there were any, they are described with lessons
learned.
Production summary: Production of current week, previous week and compared to the budget. If there are any
differences (both positive and negative), they are explained.
Workover and Drilling Program: for both production assets the plans are highlighted for the week. Are there any
issues with production, planned interventions or optimizations. Also the production of the wells are financial
partner of, are highlighted.
Production charts: Overview of our key wells production numbers
External affairs: if there are any updates on permitting, communications with ministries, legal matters, press
releases etc.

Updates from our MD by email
This year has been a challenging one, when it came to obtaining permits. In August we were supposed to be starting an
exploration drill in Weststellingwerf, but at the last minute (2 days prior to starting), our permit was postponed, due to
nitrogen emissions being too high. Because of a ruling by the Raad van State, many building and other projects were shut
down in August and after that, as well as our drilling project. This of course caused a lot of unrest in the company, as this
was out of our control.
Whenever he could, our MD send out emails to update staff on developments, measures that were taken, solutions that
were investigated, until we received the news early October, that the drill could go ahead.
Safety Flashes
As safety is key to our business, our Health Safety & Environment departments,
shares safety flashes with staff on a regular basis.
When a potential risk or an accident has occurred, a safety flash is written and
distributed throughout the organization, to prevent it from happening again.
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News channels: VETnet & TV‐screens
Our Intranet VETnet was introduced in 2013 and is a
huge source of information for all staff. It is the automatic
home page, when opening the internet Explorer. During
the onboarding, we make a point of visiting the site each
day, as content is very frequently updated.
All news about Vermilion worldwide is shared on our
intranet. There is a news section on Global News and
another tab on Local news. Therefore, all separate
business units get the relevant news only. Below Global
news, corporate messages and memo’s from our CEO
Anthony Marino are shared. With local news, all business
units are free to share the news that is happening related
to the business unit only. In the Netherlands, you
therefore don’t get spammed with irrelevant news from
e.g. France, the US or Canada. All news items are related
to HSE, Staffing announcements, decisions on permits, production updates or community news. When there is overlapping
news that is interesting for multiple Business Units, there is a feature called “What is new on VETnet.”
When staff open the internet browser, VETnet automatically opens and the first “eye catcher” is the banner. Therefore, we
make use of the so called ‘banner stories.’ These are the global highlights. The banner stories are maintained by corporate,
however, every business unit is able to send a request in for a news article coming from their side.
Other items on VETnet are e.g. the time zones, stock information and commodity prices and HSE topics. VETnet is also used
for accessing information. There are specific team sites that lead staff to request forms, expense claims, IT support tools
and business unit specific policies and the employee handbook. Furthermore, staff can access other common used software
systems by single‐ sign on. For instance the use of Work Day for registering time and absence, Solium for trading stocks
and Itrack for incident reporting. The single‐sign on feature means that staff already logged in via their Vermilion account
don’t have to log‐in the other software. Just by clicking on the icon, the login automatically synchronizes and staff open
their own profile straight away.
Next to the intranet, we also have flat screen TV’s in all the assets, where HR publishes messages on recruitment,
Community Investment (see chapter To Share),HSE Topics, new hires, recognition and other general announcements. In
2019 we’ve updated the software and made the screens more personal. The slides did not only just facts, however more
photos of staff were projected.
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How staff is able to ask questions and give feedback on their workplace, on
management decisions and unwanted situations or conflicts at work.
Feedback
Giving and receiving feedback is one of the easiest management tools we have in the manager toolbox. It is a method that
our leaders and supervisors use frequently in the performance meetings, but also (maybe especially) throughout the year.
Giving feedback to staff is one way of communication, however, in the communication flows described in this chapter,
we encourage staff to speak up and approach management when they have questions.
Within the global organization, we have an open door policy, where informal discussions can be had, up to executive level.
Also, by email, there is always a possibility for staff to ask a question. Our executives always invite staff after a Q&A, that if
the question is too personal or someone is not willing to speak up in a crowd, to call or email them personally.
Informal sessions
Sometimes, it doesn’t have to be so complicated to pay attention to staff and is an informal and spontaneous setting the
right way to go. The quarterly coffees from the previous chapter work both ways, MD shares, but because there are
responses from the room and the type of questions that are asked, he receives feedback from staff. Same as leaders joining
other staff by the coffee machine or during lunch. There is always a way to give some informal feedback or ask questions to
leaders or directors.
When our executives visit the countries, they always try to fit in some informal sessions with staff to ask/answer
questions, to have a dialog about the business or to inform staff on plans for the future.
Like the last time Tony Marino, our CEO came to Amsterdam on August 28th 2019, a videocall was arranged. Beforehand
staff were asked to send in their questions and Tony spend a good hour on talking on these questions, the oil‐ and gas
business in general and where the company plans to go.
Surveys
Throughout the year, we send out ‘Survey Monkeys’ on a regular basis.
Through the website www.surveymonkey.com, we ask staff on a regular basis
for feedback and input.
For example, we ask staff ahead of a town hall meeting for questions to ask to
our Executive team in Calgary. For Community Investment; on our annual day
of caring, we send out a survey to ask for feedback about the day, but also on
ideas and feedback for the new flagship partners we are proposing to support
in 2020.
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Every two to three years, HSE globally perception survey is held. The goal is to hear from all global staff, answering
questions on what is going well in the field of HSE and what can be improved. The anonymous survey contains both open
quations and multiple choice. The results are analyzed globally, but also on a national level conclusions can be drawn.
Most important it to check whether HSE programs are working, are we continuing doing the right thing, are we seeing
breaches in trends, are there new trends etc. The results are discussed from the highest executive level to national level
with the Leadership team and within the HSE team.
Performance management
In the first chapter, to Inspire, we explained the Performance management cycle. Part of this cycle is ongoing feedback
throughout the year, which goes both ways and also during the mid‐year review, there is a possibility, when you sit on‐on‐
one with your supervisor, to give feedback and to empower the staff member to share their opinions. The mid‐year review
is a meeting with your supervisor, where there is no judgment, no rating and no official reporting. It is the only time in the
performance process, where there are no consequences for compensation, career or performance, when you talk to your
supervisor.
To prevent the mid‐year sessions from becoming a work related discussion, HR has developed a form, which supervisor
and employee can use as a guide for the meeting. To keep things on track and to discuss the relevant subjects that belong
to a mid‐year review.
From the feedback we received from leaders and employees on this form, we understood, that it worked very well, to have
the constructive meeting it should be.

This year’s approach results GPTW

In 2018 we took a very active approach to work with staff on the GPTW results. The HR staff each took several
departments or locations under their wing. There were group discussions, action plans, feedback sessions, implementation
of the action plans etc. The result was, that our scores dropped significantly.
So this year HR shared the results only with the Leadership team. Each department manager was made aware of their
departmental scores and were asked to see where they saw room for improvement and implement accordingly. There
were only very high level discussions within the Leadership team on the low scoring themes. Each manager worked
independently on these themes.
Resilians
To help staff, we have joined forces with Resilians. (www.resilians.nl ). This organization offers personal coaching (in
English and Dutch) by telephone 24/7, face‐to‐face and online. A personal coach is always immediately available and can
take place while the staff member is in an environment where they feel comfortable.
The service Resilians provide is completely anonymous, Vermilion pays an annual fee and
received only anonymous statistics of how much use staff have made of the services provide.
Resilians also offers a career program, where the objective is to give direction to a next career
step, within or outside of the organization. Finally they also offer a range of practical advice from lawyers, financial
planners, health care and nutrition consultants. There is also the option to use budget coaching of nutrition coaching.
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Prevention employee
In the ‘Arbowet’ it is written that a company our size is required to have a ‘Preventie medewerker’. For Vermilion this is
Gosse Flootman, HSE Representative Special Projects. In our industry, it is necessary to have a Health Safety and
Environment (HSE) department, to keep up with all the safety measures we take to ensure safe production of gas. Since we
have that department, the most logical step was, to appoint one of the staff members there to become Prevention
employee.
Gosse volunteered and has since, tried to get more general occupational health matters on the agenda. In the last 12
months, he went on the road with a ‘snert tour’, visiting all locations bringing along a bit pot of his pea soup, discussing
occupational health, specifically mental health, stress etc. This resulting in him organizing a general time management
training for staff in November 2019.
“The Risk Inventory and Assessment (RI&E) has become an accepted phenomenon in the organization. More and more
managers are taking this serious and are actively helping to solve the findings. This year, all staff are invited to attend a
time management training, in order to optimize the work‐home balance even further and to avoid the feeling of stress.
Furthermore we have been able to do some smaller projects to improve the ergonomics and we have started the
preparations for the PMO (Preventative Medical Assessment) for next year. Staff are aware of the Prevention Officer, know
how to find him and are asking the questions when it comes to occupational health.” – Gosse Flootman, HSE
Representative Projects and Prevention Employee.
Arbo Anders
A each company of our size, we are obliged to have a contract with an ‘Arbodienst’. We are partnered with Arbo Anders in
Joure. As the name would suggest (in Dutch Anders means different), Arbo Anders offer the traditional services of an Arbo
Dienst, but a little bit different. Main difference is, that they have delegated a lot of the tasks of the occupational physician
to case managers. Under supervision of the physicians, most of the ongoing, standardized tasks are done
by others and also for the most part by phone.
All staff members are allowed to also make an appointment with the physician themselves, if they feel
they need to. This can have a preventative reason, can be because they have an issue at work and need to
talk to someone outside the company etc. They can do this anonymously, but consequence of that, is that
the doctor cannot contact us. So far, this has never happened. Staff have always found a way to
communicate about issues either with their supervisor, an HR representative or the Prevention staff
member.
https://www.arboanders.nl/
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How Vermilion shows their appreciation for going above and beyond normal
expectations, great results or other successes of staff.
Reward and recognition is a big part of the culture within Vermilion. As a company we have several ways of rewarding and
recognizing staff for their input.
Vermilion Incentive Plan
The biggest benefit (together with the pension plan) is a financial incentive we have, our Long Term Incentive plan, our
VIP‐plan (Vermilion Incentive Plan). This plan grants share awards on an annual basis to all employees, as approved by the
board of directors. Based on the employees own performance, their position and based on the results of the company’s
long term scorecard, a grant amount is individually determined. This amount is converted into Vermilion shares, using the
weighted average trading price for the 5 days preceding the vesting date (normally April 1st). Three years later, the shares
vest, which means, that employees receive them in their investment account, where they are free to do with the shares as
they want. During the three years, the monthly dividends Vermilion pays out, are directly reinvested in shares. This means,
100 shares at granting, can become 115 shares or more at vesting (depending on the share price throughout the 3 years).
In addition to that, we have a multiplier. This means, that if the company ranks in the top quartile, compared to a selected
peer‐group, the amount of shares can be multiplied up to two times. That means, 115 shares become 230 shares.
When new hires come in on a permanent contract, they receive a New Hire Grant. This is a sum of money, converted to
Vermilion shares, but instead of vesting after three years, it vests over the first three years of that new hire working for
Vermilion. So for example, new hire starts in 2017. The first part of their new hire grant will vest in 2018, the second part
in 2019 and the last in 2020. In 2021 their first bonus grant will vest. This way new hires do not have to wait three years
before profiting from the VIP plan.
For the full plan explanation, please see the text “Vermilion Incentive Plan (“VIP”)” in the appendix.
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Short Term Incentive Plan – Bonus scheme
All employees are eligible to participate in the Employee Bonus Plan, approved by Vermilion’s
shareholders in 2003. Bonuses are subject to Board of Director approval and prevailing
industry practices. The bonus is determined by:
 The job level within the company
 The individuals overall performance; and
 The individual contribution toward the achievement of Vermilions Matters of
Importance and your alignment to Vermilion’s core values (Excellence, Trust, Respect
and Responsibility)
To be eligible to receive a bonus, you must maintain a Good performance rating (as defined in the performance review) and
be employed with Vermilion on the date of payment (March 31st of the next year.)
Individual Performance
Your individual performance is based on your supervisor’s final rating of your performance (competencies an objectives)
during the review period. Your supervisor will review and discuss your self‐rating with you, carefully considering your
observations and input. As part of the review process, your supervisor will also take into consideration input from other
leaders.
Corporate Performance Rating
Every year, Vermilion’s Board of Directors evaluates and approves corporate performance. Several measures are factored
into the corporate performance rating.
Generally, the better the corporate performance rating, the higher your variable pay (Bonus & VIP), assuming your
individual performance remained the same or better, year‐over‐year.
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Pension
After the VIP, the biggest benefit we offer our staff is the pension. Currently we have 2 plans. A grandfathered defined
benefit plan for staff with a start date before January 1st, 2015 and a defined contributions plan for staff who started on or
after January 1st 2015. Reason for this break, is because our contract ended on December 31st 2015.
At the end of this year, the current contract ends and our HR department has the
task of extending the pension for the next 5 years. This is a huge project and as
this audit is being written, it still is not completed, but we do have the outlines
for a new and improved plan.
From January 2020 all staff will be moved into the same Defined contributions
Plan. In this plan:





we have been able to lower the offset to the legal minimum, so the
pensionable salary has been increased for everyone by more than 7000 euro.
The own contributions that staff now make mandatory has been defaulted to 0%. Staff will be able to set their own
contribution themselves (within fiscal limits), so they can decide themselves whether they want to invest through
the pension plan or whether they want to contribute to their own private arrangements.
Partner and orphan insurance, as well as an insurance that will guarantee a pension in case of longterm disability
and the employee will not be able to work.
will be offering a ANW gap insurance (Algemene Nabestaanden Wet hiaat verzekering), paid for by Vermilion. At
present this insurance is voluntary and paid for by the employee. This will guarantee an unconditional annuity of
approx.. 15.000 euro per year for the partner, if an employee dies

We recognize that changing the plan for staff with a start date prior to 1 January 2015 will impact them significantly as
there is no longer a guaranteed pension, but an investment based plan, so we are working on a compensation scheme. In
this scheme, for as long as staff are working for Vermilion, they will receive an amount they can use for additional saving or
investment, to either increase their pension or compensate for possible losses the investments might have suffered at time
of retirement.
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Service Awards

The purpose of Long Term Service Awards is a way for Vermilion
to thank and recognize our employees for their dedicated service
at 5, 10, 15 and 20 year milestones.
If you are an employee who has reached 5, 10, 15 or 20 years of full
time, permanent employment with Vermilion, you will be
recognized at the Staff Update in December.
If you began your permanent employment with Vermilion in 2010,
for example, you will be given a service award in 2015. Fixed term
contracts are not considered eligible for the long term service
award.
Different awards to celebrate the milestones include:





5 Year Award: A black & white framed photo of a
significant event from the year you started employment. Below the photo, the names of
all the staff globally, receiving the award.
10 Year Award: A crystal paper weight with the original Vermilion logo.
15 Year Award: A crystal coaster and a framed black and white Vermilion Lake photo.
20 Year Award: A $1,500 donation to the charity of your choice or $1,000 donation
and the choice of a gift from a predetermined list/catalogue
This year we have another record breaking year in sharing awards. 2014 was a
huge year for The Netherlands. We’re hoping to hand over fourteen 5‐year awards
and for the first time a 15‐year award, as with our 15th anniversary in The
Netherlands our first employee Jennifer Metthe started in the same year.
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Story behind the photo of 2019

“HERE WE GROW AGAIN”
“Vermilion made two important acquisitions in new areas for the company in 2014, creating the foundation for future
success. As shown in the photo of the North Seedy Draw Federal 1H well pad (credit to Jake Crossett), we entered the
United States, acquiring 53,000 net acres of land in the Turner
Sand play in the Powder River Basin of northeastern Gyomin for
$11.1 million. Encouraging initial results prompted Vermilion to
consolidate its working interest in the Turner Sand project area to
100% through the acquisition of the remaining 30% interest in
2015, and we have subsequently acquired additional lands in this
promising light oil play. Elsewhere in North America, Vermilion
entered southeast Saskatchewan through the acquisition of a
private company in April 2014.
Much like our West Pembina area in Alberta, southeast
Saskatchewan provides the opportunity for multizone
development. Our primary target is the Mississippian Midale
formation, with secondary targets of the Mississippian Frobisher
and Devonian Bakken/Three Forks.
In Europe that year, we set up the European Technical Services Office in Amsterdam,
providing expertise that’s available to all business units in the region.”
In the main offices of The Netherlands (Amsterdam and Harlingen) bigger versions of
the 5 year awards are on display as well. A few years ago in Harlingen, we started a
collage, by hanging the pictures in the stairway to the first floor. Of course, each year
when the new photo comes, we first have to puzzle where it’s going. As each photo
represents a significant event in the history of Vermilion and all the names of the
recipients are embossed below the photos, the walls are showing Vermilion through
the years and the progress we have made in the last 25 years.
Last year, for the first time, we handed out the rewards during the team’s Christmas
lunches. Each team/department organized their own Christmas lunch in restaurants of
the teams choice. For each staff member, the leader or supervisor of the rewarded
employee had to come up with a word that describes the individual. In attendance of
the whole team, the framed photo was awarded and good memories, accomplishments
etc. were shared.

Dirk receiving hir 5 year award
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Extraordinary Effort Cards
We have extraordinary efforts cards, where leaders and supervisors can reward a bit more formally, by handing them a
handwritten card. With that card, the employee can spend 100 euro on anything they want. This year, so far, 15 cards were
handed out to employees. Last year, at the end of the year, we had 24 cards that were awarded for extraordinary effort to
employees.
Examples of the cards that were handed out:
Tom and Nico each received a voucher of 100 euro each for
handling all the extra effort and stress caused, when during a
maintenance stop we found a compressor showed much more
wear and tear than expected. As this compressor is vital to our
operation, the pressure was on to get it back on line as soon as
possible.
Anne was rewarded with a voucher, when during the summer
holidays, when many staff were away, our drilling permit fell
through due to the nitrogen dioxide restrictions and he had to
wear many hats to deal with the external questions coming from
TV, papers, citizens, staff etc. Also Martijn V was rewarded with a
voucher for this event, when he, from his vacation address, started managing the permitting issues, trying to resolve
issues, contacting the governmental bodies etc.
Impromptu rewarding
Depending on the supervisor or manager, staff can also be rewarded in a more impromptu manner. HR has VVV‐vouchers
and BOL.com vouchers worth 50 euro each, in reserve for leaders who want to reward on the spot. Often these rewards
are related to safety issues, either pointing out something unsafe or going beyond the call of duty to make sure the work is
done safely. So far this year we handed out 23 vouchers already. Last year 24.
For example. As we are a 24‐hour operation, we handed out 12 vouchers for
BOL.com to the 12 staff who had to keep the operation going, while the rest of the
staff attended the anniversary event in the Ardennes. They kept operations going,
so the rest could celebrate. Some of the regular maintenance staff were rewarded
with € 100 vouchers for their efforts and safety awareness during the maintenance
stop on our biggest location in Garijp.
Next to handing out vouchers, we also reward staff by taking them out for food.
Having staff meetings in a local restaurant for lunch, or organizing it for a team as a
team building event or taking staff out for lunch for a job well done!
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With compliments from the Leadership Team
In the leadership team the subject is a weekly part of the agenda, where the leaders discuss achievements of staff and see
in what way they can recognize these efforts. This can be by sending an e‐mail, a compliment the individual in person or
handing out an Extraordinary Effort recognition card.
Gifts
This year we were able to reward staff for their efforts with some gifts as well.
For Easter, we treated out staff to a Dopper, filled with Easter eggs. We wanted to combine the sustainability of the Dopper,
promoting drinking water, stop buying the disposable bottles with a sweet treat for the holidays. For out 15 year
anniversary in The Netherlands, are staff (contractors included) were given a JBL Blue tooth speaker in Vermilion red.
The maintenance stop in Garijp this year was very intense, with big projects to finish on time.
To thank all the staff from that asset, we had these beanies made. Hopefully they will come in very handy in the upcoming
cold autumn and winter.
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How do we help staff to find their balance between personal life and work life? In
achieving the balance, we try to cater to individual needs as much as possible. What
works for one member of staff, does not necessary work for another.
Flexible hours
To start, we have the flexible hours policy, where staff members, when it meets the expectations of their position, can work
in a flexible schedule. Teake Nugter for instance, is now working 4 times 9 hours per week and take 4 hours Parental leave
per week and takes care of his two children during the day, while his partner works. Also new staff member Paolo Gandin,
is working four days a week, caring for his two children one day per week during the day, while his partner is at work.
Several staff choose to work 4 times 9 hours and one Friday every other week of 8 hours, with that taking Friday off every
second week. This year Manuel and Ron joined that club as well. Ron turned 65 this year and wanted to spend more time
at home, so this way, he now has 26 ‘long weekends’ extra.
We have several more of these examples of staff, trying to fit work and private together as best as possible. In total about
10% of our staff work in a ‘fixed flexible’ schedule. Others just have the freedom to adapt their work schedule to fit their
private life. In the Operator group, where flexible schedules are somewhat more difficult and where they work 9.5 hours
per day, also on weekends, our Operations manager always give them the freedom, that if work permits, to go to their sons
football match or their daughters volleyball matches during the shifts on the weekend.
Even though we (not yet) have an official teleworking policy (working from home), we do allow staff to work from home
when needed (private appointments, sick kids or partner at home, transportation issues). This ad hoc working from home
is not formally recognized or stated in policies, but generally accepted and approved. As long as the work gets done and the
supervisor is aware, there are no issues.
Vacation and Vermilion Days
Standard we offer staff 25 vacation days per year for a Fulltime employee. Based on age, starting at 40, this can be
increased to 29 days (see table below). On top of the vacation days, we also offer 7 Vermilion days, plus office closure on
Good Friday. The Vermilion days are used for the office closure between Christmas and New Years and to celebrate Canada
Day (July 1st). The days that are left, can be used by the employee at will.
Age
Annual Vacation Entitlement
Up to 40 years
25 days (basic number)
40‐45 years
26 days
45‐50 years
27 days
50‐55 years
28 days
55 years and older 29 days
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In addition to the vacation and the Vermilion days, each employee also gets 16 hours discretionary leave. This leave can be
used for occasions that cannot be dealt with outside working hours, like dentist visits, moving house, sick children or
meeting with the bank. Staff can also use them as 16 hours additional vacation days if they so choose.
Vacation Purchase Policy
Because we recognize that in every stage of live or with every major event in live, sometimes you need more days off then
the regular policy allows. In 2017 we offered for the first time our Vacation Purchase policy, where staff can buy up to 5
additional vacation days. By giving back 1.93% of their base salary, they receive 5 additional vacation days. The deductions
are done on a monthly basis through payroll, so the days are paid for in 12 monthly instalments. We also offer a chance to
rescind the days (and receive the money back), if through circumstances the days could not be taken.
In 2019 seven employees made use of this offer (8.5%) each for their own reasons, like planning a long vacation to the
USA, just spending more time with children or additional time for hobbies.
Voluntary leave of absence
This year we had a very special request by David, who planned the trip of a lifetime. Together with his partner, they bought
an old van, fixed it up and from October 1st they are leaving on a trip that will take 6 months. They gave up their apartment,
put everything they own in storage and are going on a great adventure. We were happy to accommodate this special
request. We have a voluntary leave policy, but to date only three people actually used it.
Wellness benefit
Each employee has a budget of 1400 euro gross (778 net), which they can use for wellness, recreational and culture related
expenses to encourage physical and mental wellbeing. They can claim on behalf of partner and children. We have a 6 page
list of items and expenses that are covered under this benefit.
For your information, we added the list in the appendixes.
This benefit is very well used. Last year 90,6% of the budget
was claimed .
This year we added a safety budget to the list of items to claim,
noting the costs of winter tires in particular. Last year our
employees claimed 382.513 kilometers for commuting and
218.443 kilometers for work related travel. Traffic incidents are
the biggest risk our staff run in their jobs, so we want to make
sure we do all we can to set them up for safe travels.
Favorite expenses are always new bikes for the whole family
(and the repair and maintenance costs), the costs of the gym,
mooring costs for boats, safety equipment like smoke alarms
and CO2 monitors, camping equipment, but also electric tooth
brushes, specialized shoes and other sports equipment.

Staff mountain biking in the Ardennen

We extend the benefit to interns (130 euro net) and Fixed term contractors (full amount) as well.
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Monthly breakfast
Each third Thursday we cater a breakfast in our offices. This gives staff
the opportunity to interact with each other, but also with others they
may not work with on a day to day basis. In the field it is impossible to
organize something like this, due to the various schedules and working in
the field, but instead, the locations organize gatherings themselves
instead, also usually involving food.
Sickness protocol
As the organization is growing and getting more complicated, there is a growing need for clear HR processes. The sickness
process is one of them. Of course this process is driven by the Poortwachter act, but specifying the responsible people in
the process, helps carrying out the steps required by law somewhat smoother.
HR is the driver in this process, making sure the steps from the Poortwachter act are being followed and completed.
We have also have in our kit some guidance on how to deal with frequent absence and doing a return to work talk.
As Vermilion has a large percentage of foreign leaders and supervisors, the Dutch rules and legislation on sickness are not
well known to them, as they differ a great deal from the rules they are used to. The presentation/toolkit is therefor also
meant to give insight to the responsibilities of the company in this.
Even though we need a sickness protocol for growing in size, our sickness percentage is quite low for the industry we are
at. Our sickness percentage for 2018 was 3%, where national figures are higher. The Industry sector in 2018 had a sick
percentage of 5.4% and the Energy supply sector had a percentage of 4.5%.
Also for the first half of 2019, our sickness percentage is 2.3% and for the other sectors it is respectively 5.3% and 4.9%.
Weekly fruit
To promote a more healthy lifestyle, we have been trying to promote eating
healthy snacks. During meetings or events, we have started to provide fruit
and smoothies instead of cake and coffee. Since June 2018, each week, a fruit
basket is delivered on the different locations in The Netherlands.
This is a great success, as most times the baskets are already empty my
Thursday morning. We receive the fuit baskets from Fruitful office. For each
fruit basket they deliver, they plant one fruit tree in Malawi in Africa, through
an organisation called Ripple Africa. Also they are letting us try fruits we
would not normally buy in the supermarket like kiwi berries, figs and dades.

Fruit baskets : picture sourcce Fruitful Office
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Water
A initiative that is being implemented, is to stimulate staff drinking more water.
In Harlingen two water purification and cooling units have been installed. The units
use normal tap water, which is filtered and cooled. We are still in the process on
installing something similar in the Amsterdam office, but that has some more
technical challenges, to get an additional water tap installed.
In addition to the water units, we are looking into providing staff with fresh mint,
ginger and mint leaves to put in the water, to add more taste and other goodness.
On the production locations, we provide bottled water to operators, so they have
access to enough water during on the well sites and other locations where they
work.
Drinking plenty of water is very important!
Green in the office
In March 2019 we expanded the office in the Symphony building in Amsterdam, by
adding 502,1 m2 on the same floor the existing office there. In the group app that
the ‘young staff’ have started to socialize and keep in contact with each other, the
picture below showed up, when the we added ‘green’ to the office.
Anke discovered a jungle in the office

Little things help
Throughout the year, there are many things we try to do to help people out personally.
When babies are born, we send the new parents a ‘diaper cake’ and the time off they
need. This is not just for employees, but also for our contractors. We send flowers for
bereavements or longer term sickness. Fruit baskets for hospital stays and in general
give time in case of major life changing events.
We try to give time when staff face difficulties in their private life. Losing a parent, a
lifelong friend, when your child gets rushed to hospital with a heart attack, when a
partner has to have surgery etc. We encourage people to take time for this and work
through it, coming back when they feel ready to come back. Everybody has a
different timeline for this and we try to accommodate where possible.

Lianne’s daughter with the bouquet we send her after
surgery
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How does Vermilion develop the talents of staff and increases personal growth?
“Build a team of highly motivated, engaged people who work together as owners of the company to deliver superior results &
make Vermilion a great place to work.” – Corporate strategic objective “Extraordinary people”
Training and Development vision:
At Vermilion development of staff is very high on the agenda of HR. We have an extensive budget of about 200.000 euro for
our employees, expats and to a certain degree also for our contractors. A large portion of this budget goes to our safety
training. Being a company that needs to be compliant with the mining laws, means that we require a high degree of safety.
Furthermore, because there are no set career ladders within the company, additional training to develop other skills is
necessary.
Our training and development vision states:


Personal development has 3 components:
o 70% work experiences –
 On‐the‐job experience through new projects and roles.
 Take part in projects outside your normal scope of work.
o 20% relationships – coaching and mentoring from others, connecting with external networks
 Lunch and Learns
 Shadow training
 Memberships of professional affiliations (SPE, EAGE, ACCA etc.)
o 10% formal training – specific training courses and conferences
 Short term skill training
 Refresher course
 Webinars/ E‐learning

Mandatory training:
When we talk about mandatory or required training, this is applicable to operations, maintenance and HSE staff. This is all
training necessary to stay in compliance with professional licenses to remain in compliance with the Dutch Mining Law.
As an extra refresher course, we offer a Scenario Based Training and Safe driving courses on all our Treatment Center
locations. During this training operations and field staff get up to speed with the components that are required for them to
stay in compliance with the so called NOGEPA regulations, in relation to the Dutch Mining Law.
It is not mandatory, as long as all certificates are still up to date, otherwise with this Scenario Based Training, the
certificates will be renewed. The training is on our own site locations with their own gear. Therefore, staff don’t have to
travel and it is planned during work hours.

Plusport, the Vermilion Academy
All mandatory training and certificates are registered in our competency management system called the Vermilion
Academy in the Plusport software environment. This system was implemented in 2017 as the previous system did not
fulfill our needs.
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During 2018, the usage of the new system made it possible to really map out the compliancy of field staff. On a monthly
base, a report on the progress is send out to the department Leaders and Lead Operators in order to monitor the
compliancy. We’ve seen that over the year the staff grew into their positions, were able to plan their required training by
themselves at a convienient time and easily uploaded their results.
When the workload is high, we recognize that staff don’t put training as their priorities. However, due to the fact that the
systems sends out notifications by e‐mail, 3 months prior to expiry date, they’re made aware of the fact that training is
required and they ‘re given the time to plan ahead.
In order to personalize the Vermilion Academy, an avatar was created. VAL, short for Valerie came to life as the female
training assistant. She is the Vermilion Academy Lecturer and shows up multiple times within the Plusport environment.
The avatar is also linked to Outlook, and when assistance is needed, you can ask for help with one simple click on Valerie.
Performance management
We know that when we develop our people, we benefit not only our staff, but the whole company because it helps retain
the best talent in the industry and attracts other great people to come work with us. Vermilions’ overall learning and
development philosophy is to help you develop the skills you need for your job and your future career through a variety of
different activities
To start on the top, the performance management process is a big part of development. In the Plan
forward (see chapter To Inspire for full process) staff enter their developmental goals for the year.
What do they want to achieve. This can be:
Developmental courses or workshops in relation to position (examples 2019):
‐ English language course
‐ Dutch language course
‐ Naturally Fractured Reservoirs: Geologic and Engineering Analysis in London
‐ Hoog en laagspanning, NEN 3840/NEN 314
‐ New perpectives on safety (Nyenrode)
‐ Seismic Data Processing training in London
‐ Reservoir Engineering for Non‐Reservoir engineers in Vienna
‐ Attending the EAGE event in London
‐ Training for Chemical Safety Expert
‐ Current events in pensions
‐ Masterclass Legal & Compliance and Operational risk
‐ Conference on Pipelines in Berlin
‐ Recruitment course
These training opportunities are not for employees only. Wherever there is a business need for the contractor to develop
we offer training. In 2019 we kept all safety certificates up to date for contractors at our own expense.

Valerie, the Vermilion Academy Lecturer/Lerares (VAL)
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On‐the‐job experience through new projects and roles:
As our vision states that 70% of development comes from on the job experience, we motivate our staff to take on other
responsibilities or support them to mature in their current role.
Writing Winningsplans for the Ministery of Economic Affairs as part on
the process to obtaining permits, is a complex process. Originally this
was done by our permitting department, but over time, they needed to
pull in more and more expertise from other departments, as the
requested content got more complex. Now we have come to the point,
that the plans are being written by a multi discipline team. This way our
Geoscience staff get exposure to the technical aspects of a drill from the
engineers, all get exposure to rules and regulation and what needs to be
addressed in a winningsplan.
Per project, the PGR gets a team together of an engineer and a geoscientist, together with their own expertise .
Group training Geoscience department
Three years ago, one of the recommendations of the GPTW committee was, to arrange more contacts across the BU’s in
Europe. Specifically the Geoscience department felt this need. This year a second effort was made, by organizing a
Geoscience conference.
Since 2015 the European Assets have grown and new teams have been established in Germany, Hungary and Croatia. The
Geosciences community has therefore expanded from a dozen to more than 30 geoscientists. The geo‐ conference was
organized primarily for the Geoscience community to “reconnect”. A strong desire had built within the technical staff
community over the years to meet their colleagues disseminated in Europe, to appreciate the work and challenges that
their functional peers faced daily, to expand their knowledge on the wide variety of Geological plays that we have in
Vermilion’s asset base and ultimately to allow for connections between peers to share knowledge and potentially improve
each other’s projects and/ or provide solutions to the faced challenges.
A 2 days conference was therefore held on 13/ 14th June 2019 in Amsterdam TSO. In total, 36 Attendants participated to
the conference that included 6 office staff communities existing of Geologists, Geophysicists and Geoscience Technologists.
As well, several nationalities and cultures represented (FR, UK, GE, NL, CAN, HG, CR, USA, CHN). The conference was
designed to first integrate what information the community showed interest in learning/ sharing (assets, geology, staff,
skillsets, latest results etc.) using presentations and posters sessions, to foster interaction and connection in/ outside work
environment through poster sessions, boat trip, evening quiz and dinner. All staffs participated to the event, either through
PowerPoint presentations, posters sessions, question/ answer session etc.
Everyone can now put a face on a name, know who does what in the wide Geoscience community and can freely reach out
(that has already started) colleagues to somehow contribute to their work” – Denis Chantreau Geoscience Manager
Netherlands.
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Group Training HSE & Asset Integrity
“The auditor training was important for myself as it is part of a key task of my current role to perform audits and interview
personnel to assess the state of our integrity programs. I thought it was great that the company was willing to invest in the
employees to take part in this training, that ultimately would help them perform their duties more effectively and more
efficiently. By spending 2 days together as a group, out of office, and involving personnel from different work groups, it
allowed us to find out more details about fellow colleagues and create a closer relationship.
The course provided an opportunity for critical exchange and reflection when performing audits on one another. We were
comfortable discussing both the strengths and weaknesses of each other within the small group setting. In each case, we
all found out that there were improvements to make in our current processes and improvements in how we could prepare
for an audit. Personally, the biggest takeaways for myself were to not bite off too much work scope when auditing a
system. You have to really focus in on particular areas and then you can be thorough and also it makes it clearer to both
the auditor and the auditee on what the focus of the scope will be. Preparation for the audit is also key and you need to
schedule time prior to the audit to be properly prepared.
The benefit of having a tailored training, was that we were able to audit real case examples that we were working on at
Vermilion. This made the training much more relevant.”‐ Evan Bloomfield – Manager Asset Integrity Europe
High Potentials
Within Vermilion, we have identified a number of high potentials. This select group of staff members have an accelerated
personal development plan, geared towards moving forward within the company. These staff members will be the future
leaders and key staff members of our company.
Downward delegation
In order to develop staff, we also make use of downward delegation. Delegate certain tasks to more junior staff, to test and
develop their skills. A great example of this is presenting during the quarterly updates. Instead of only leaders stepping up
and present, other staff members are invited to do it for them. Normally, because they are much more familiar with the
subject than the supervisor is.
Hendrik, our Technical Team Lead Finance is a great example of this. After attending a few VEN Board meetings, he now
acts as the substitute for the Finance Manager in these meetings.
In the rest of the Finance team, all members are now in the process of creating a ‘How‐to” for their major job functions.
These documents are then reviewed by another member of the team, to allow for training and coverage for holidays and
other absences. This way all staff are trained also outside their normal work activities, guaranteeing that work will
continue as normal, also when a staff member is not able to be present. In this process, the Financial manager has also
arranged a process for delegating his financial authorities to the Technical Team Lead Finance, for when the first is away.
And vice versa of course.
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Abroad experiences
Sometimes a unique opportunity comes along, that really is too good to pass on. For Bas Visser this year for example. He
was able to change positions for a time, joining the European Drilling team as a Logistics Supervisor. In his normal work he
is a Production Administrator. In this job he has a lot of links with logistics, but working for fixed assets or for a moving
Drilling team, is something totally different.
Drilling Assignments for Dutch staff in Germany
Ryan had the opportunity this year to join the drilling team in Germany early this year, to help start a new HSE advisor on
site in his new role for Vermilion, explaining to him the Vermilion way of working in Health Safety and Environmental
processes.
HSE Assignment:
“As there where simultaneous D&C jobs in Europe
and the EU D&C team has one HSE Advisor, they
requested assistance on the Burgmoor Z5 project. I
was humbled and felt privileged to hear that the D&C
Team requested my assistance in giving the Vermilion
HSE introduction to contracted on‐site HSE advisors.
Even though I don’t have the experience some of my
colleagues in the HSE department have. From the 4th
of March to the 9th of March I was present at
Burgmoor Z5.
This experience improved my knowledge of Drilling
and completion, my practical HSE awareness on‐site
, the knowledge of execution of an Audit
(Accompanied Auditor Axel Richter) and it gave me
better understanding of the organization outside the
NBU (Visit to the Hannover office)I’m very grateful
for this opportunity, and looking forward to the next
possible venture whilst continuing learning & improving.”

Germany
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Drilling Assignment:
The biggest drilling campaign for Europe was planned for 2019 and the
Drilling department was looking for staff for several positions. Bas, the NBU
Production Administrator applied, and was selected. An opportunity of a life‐
time:
“As I have had years of experience in logistics and handling waste within
Vermilion and also the Drilling team, I was approached mid 2018 by the
Drilling Superintendent. After discussing the offer with my manager, it was
decided that I could look for a replacement for my work in Harlingen and
from February 2019 onwards, I became temporary Logistics Supervisor for
the Drilling Team, for 1 year to start with.
The Drilling team works back‐to‐back, 14 days on and 14 days off. At first, the idea was to work back‐to‐back with the
regular Logistics Supervisor from France. However, in early 2019, the Drilling team was working on 2 drills
simultaneously in both France and in Germany. Both Logistics Supervisors were needed, one in France, and myself in
Germany. After an intensive search, I found another logistics man to become my back‐to‐back. In the meantime, the
preparations for the drill were in full swing, so that was an intense time.
The drill in Germany, was the first ever drill for Vermilion in that country.
Therefore it was a unique experience to arrange the logistical side of the drill
from A to Z. At the end of February the drill on Burgmoor Z5 was to start, so I
could first get started from the Vermilion office in Hannover. I was able to do
some preparations from there and meet the rest of the Drilling team I would be
working with. In the end the drilling rig arrived a week early, and it was all hands
on deck from the start.
On the Burgmoor Z5 site, I was put straight to work on receiving the first part of
the rig‐move. Also we needed to arrange various civil matters. By working closely
with the different German Vermilion departments in the office in Hannover and
by connecting with all kinds of local suppliers, we made it a successful campaign,
within budget. All in all, it was a unique experience I would not have liked to have
missed. Onwards to the next drill in Noordwolde in The Netherlands!”
Drilling rig ‐ Germany
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How does Vermilion recruit the right people? How does Vermilion make sure people fit
within “The Vermilion Way” and how are they made welcome in the organization?
Throughout 2019 we hired 6 staff members. Four new staff on a fixed term contract and two new colleagues through
various payroll constructions. Different from other years, is that the majority of hires are millennials and hires who
originally entered Vermilion Energy as interns.
The recruitment team works with a performance‐based hiring that targets the challenges and critical deliverables
expected of a top performer. This includes a recruitment service delivery model that outlines in detail the steps in the
recruitment program and how the recruitment team and the hiring leader work together to ensure Vermilion is hiring the
best possible employees.
Work Day Recruitment
New to recruitment in 2019, is that the HR departments at Vermilion Energy got a module created for them in their
recruitment software. Adding the Recruitment module, was a corporate project which required cooperation from HR staff
from all the business units. As the NBU Recruiter and main user, Sophia was appointed as representative for the
Netherlands. The project resulted in an upgrade to the system and a Global HR meeting in the French Business Unit!
“My main goal this year was to decrease the recruitment time significantly. When corporate initiated the plans for Work
Day recruitment late 2018, I got really excited. With support from Yvonne and Jennifer of course, I was able to bring input
on our recruitment process, test the system and advise the Work Day Team in Canada for the implementations. All in all, I
am very thankful that we got this project completed as it makes recruitment way easier for me. I now have one system and
one channel for posting and all the hire steps in between. Besides that, I received a lot of responsibility and even though I
am the youngest of all, I felt like a valued member of the team as my opinions and ideas were taken serious and got
implemented! The cherry on top was definitely the 3 day trip to France! It was great to meet our European colleagues and
even though the days were long, it felt like a mini‐vacation!” – Sophia Ruiter, HR Administrator.
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As ide from the upgrade in the HR software, the recruitment process remained the same. Below a step‐by‐step explanation
on how we get the talent on board!
Job posting
It was decided in 2015 to, instead of outsourcing recruitment for permanent positions, bringing it back internally. So now
our HR staff works closely with an agency who takes care of publishing the job posting and supports us with an online‐
recruitment tool in order to collect the applications. The agency makes sure, the vacancy is posted on specific sites, in
order to reach the right category of applicants. It takes way more effort now in screening and selecting, however it is more
important to get involved that outsource the recruitment.
Also all job vacancies are published on our Corporate Work Day page which was created by implementing Work Day
recruitment and is coordinated between the Global and Netherlands HR staff.
Screening and Selection
Resumes are initially screened by HR and suitable candidates are forwarded on to the hiring manager for their review. We
have had greater success with sourcing ourselves through referrals from our existing staff, association websites, and social
media and therefore, have reduced our reliability on search firms. For the harder to fill roles, we still continue to use the
expertise of search firms as well to ensure we have a suitable source “pool” of candidates.
Also, we inform every applicant about the status of their application. Good or bad news, we value transparency.
Job interviews
Before candidates visit one of the offices for a job interview, they are asked to fill
in an online survey called Profile. With the outcomes, the HR and the hiring
manager are able to determine whether the candidate has a good fit to the
company. The survey asks to what limit certain characteristics mean to you and
to what extend they match your personal preference. The results of the survey
are matched with the characteristics for the position and it shows if they are
aligned or not. The profile that comes out of the personal survey is shared with
the candidate, in order to have more information and create self‐awareness.
Might come in handy for working with us or even when applying to another job.
The style of job interviews at Vermilion are quite flexible. Normally, the set‐up is
to do the interview with the hiring manager and the HR Manager. However
certain hiring managers choose to have group‐sessions or multiple rounds in
one day. For example, for a management position, the candidate had one
interview including all the leaders form the Leadership team.
Also, as we value the opinion of our staff, we invite candidates who are almost
ready to go into the hire process, for a chat with fellow colleagues, to see
whether there is a fit within the team as well.

Sophia on Instgram: Career Event VU
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Internal vacancies
When open positions are being published, this is done both external and internal. At Vermilion we believe that everyone
should be aware of open positions within the company and give the fair opportunity to apply as well in order to develop.
By posting internally as well, you create awareness and transparency to staff. When current staff applies for a job, they will
automatically are invited for a job interview and in cases where they’re not hired, another meeting is set up to give a
proper explanation.
Onboarding
When a new contractor or employee starts, we celebrate the event of course as well. The
welcome package varies a bit, but the base is a water bottle, a pen, a post it block, a mug
and a mobile phone holder. We usually supplement package with whatever gifts we have
left‐over from other events. For example our 15 year gift a JBL blue tooth speaker, a
Dopper, a little stress ball, or the fidget spinner left over from last years’ Sinterklaas
surprise. The new starter can begin their new career at Vermilion.
For onboarding, HR spends a whole day with the new starter in Harlingen, to introduce
them to their new employer. We try to make this day as interactive as possible, but have
learnt over the years, to break up the flow of information as well. So, where we had
speakers come in during the day in the past, new staff are now invited by various
departments in the first few weeks, continuing and spreading out the onboarding process
over several weeks. Also once per quarter HR gives a culture presentation on working in
an environment many backgrounds and languages.
During that first day, we arrange a coffee and cookies moment in the morning, to
introduce the new staff member to the colleagues. In the afternoon we go out for
lunch with the new team, to get to know each other in a more relaxed setting than
being at work.
For explaining the VIP to new permanent staff, HR books a separate meeting closer
to the ‘grant date’. Because all new hire grants need to be approved by the Board of
Directors in Canada, there are only four moments each year when grants are issued
and made official. On these occasions, HR invites the new permanent staff, for an
additional presentation and explanation of the benefit.
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Erkend leerbedrijf – Acknowledged training company
As per January 2018, we’ve expanded on becoming an acknowledged training company (Erkend leerbedrijf)
In the past, Vermilion was accredited to offer only students in Practical field Vocational Education programs an internship.
With the new license, we’ve expanded to IT (MBO level 3 and 4) and for future purposes Allround Laboratory technician.
As a result, we’ve had the first student completing an internship on IT level 3 successfully and expanded our network with
the local MBO schools in Friesland to provide in their need for available internships.
Something we can state proudly, is that the compensation for these interns is equal to the compensation for the Bachelor
and Master students.
Summer students and interns
During 2019, 8 interns have been working for Vermilion. This is a record number for the Netherlands Business Unit. At
Vermilion we see that a very strong aspect or recruiting students is our flexibility and openness for the student’s needs.
Students are open to discuss duration of the internship and the topics of their assignments or thesis researches.
Also, we think it is important to reward students and therefore a standard compensation of €400 and the wellness benefit
of 130 euro net is implemented. As a result, we see that students who have completed their internships tend to come back
as employees or contractor staff!
To recruit for students, staff
participates in Open Day
events and Company Days at
universities throughout the
country in order to talk to
students on the needs of
internships. Depending on
the department, different
staff members take part. For
example the younger staff
who have graduated quite
recently from the particular
university or older, more
experienced staff.
Also we sponsor student
Student from the Universiteit Utrecht at Waalwijk
chapters at oil and gas related
university departments and
aim to build a network with these chapters. In February we’ve arranged a Field‐ trip for Geology Students of the Utrechtse
Aardwetenschappen Vereniging. This was a great success as these Geology students don’t get to see what happens in the
field.
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The story of our 2019 interns : Maurits & Seleyman
We had Maurits from the TU in Delft in the first half year of 2019, who
worked with our Sr. Reservoir Engineer for 4 months on 2 different
projects. For the first project, Maurits made a simulation model for
screening low permeability development options. Several fields have low
permeability within the Vermilion portfolio. A simulation model was
created to represent a low permeability field. Several different
development options were tested with this simulation model, like a
vertical well, vertical well with hydraulic fractures, horizontal well,
horizontal well with fractures and a well with radial drilling were tested
and evaluated.
“The results of his project can be used as starting point for selecting the
optimum development options of some of our low permeability fields. The
second project was a field development study of a undeveloped field in
Vermilion’s portfolio. He created a simulation model and made different
field development scenario’s to understand the recovery range. Based on
his results, Vermilion is investigating the options for economic
development of this field.”‐ Maurits de Jonge – Intern Engineering

Maurits and his Zonnebloem Guests – Day of Caring 2019

Following Maurits, Starting in March 2019, Seleyman got involved in an engineering internship at Vermillion Energy which
is also his Master thesis at the Technical university of Delft. In Delft the thesis takes almost 2 full sem esters, so the
expected end date is somewhere around May 2020.
“The project I am working on has to do with heat extraction from abandoned oil and gas wells. With my project I hope to
accomplish that Vermillion Energy can re‐use their abandoned oil wells and provide heated water to the local community.
I am developing an extensive report about this subject by reading through available scientific literature, re‐creating the
heat transfers in different computer models and using the well data/logs. The reason for me to get familiar in geothermal
energy was the energy potential the subject has for the future. As I am in the final part of my master, this is an excellent
opportunity to broaden my area of expertise next to petroleum engineering.
The engineering team at Vermilion Energy has guided me through all the questions I had, helped me with settling in the
office and I am grateful for that! I choose Vermillion for the high level of expertise and the work environment and I am very
pleased with the choice I made.”– Seleyman Ghafuri, Intern Engineering
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After graduation….
“As a student, I did a study in Infrastructure Design and Security. I worked on creating a new network design for the DCS
network based on current trends in networking. The goal of the design was to create a network that would achieve a high
availability by being redundant, a network that would make use of 4G and be easily manageable through the use of a
graphical interface. While also reducing the overall costs.
In the search for a solution suited for Vermilion, I have nothing but good words for the organization. People were very
helpful towards me, offering their expertise if and when I needed this. While I got all the freedom to explore whatever
solution I could find. Which has resulted in me graduating from my HBO study in July 2019, 5 months after I started the
internship. On my graduation, my supervisor offered me a contract to implement the solution I had been researching and
designing, which I accepted and am now still working for Vermilion.” – Marlon Adam, Intern IT
Summer Student
Over the summer we also had a summer student on the Finance Department. Summer student jobs are well known in
North America, but not so much here in The Netherlands.
The idea is to give summer jobs for students in the field they are studying in, so instead of pulling bears in bars, waiting on
tables or working in the supermarkets; all very normal summer jobs for students, we offer students a chance to get a taste
of what the work they are studying for, looks like in a company as Vermilion. In this case we had Bram for the second time,
a BSc Economics and Business student at the RijksUniversiteit Groningen who worked on our Finance Department
throughout the summer in the field he will be working in in the future. He provided back up and help out while our normal
staff took their annual leave. He will also be back in November, to cover for another annual leave. We think he is really a
great asset and he seems to enjoy his time here.

Staff at the Aardwetenschappelijke
Loopbaandag at the VU in Amsterdam,
February 2019
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Introducing Policies and Procedures
When the recruitment has been successful and the preferred candidates has accepted the offer we, logically, close off with
the last step of recruitment.
Upon signing your contract, the new employee is offered the employee handbook, a 131 pages book, full of what we as
Vermilion have to offer. Throughout the culture audit, many of the subjects have been described.
In the day of onboarding, we address the book as well, to see if there are any questions. Each year, we update the
handbook. Each year each employee has to sign off on being aware of the changes through our Workday program. All
contractors have to sign off on specific safety policies and the insider trading policy.

Employee Referral Bonus Program‐ At Vermilion, everyone is a recruiter!

Vermilion provides employees and contractors referral bonus payment as a tool for attracting top talent to the
organization. Employees and also contractors who successfully refer a candidate who is hired received this award. The
referral award amounts to €372 gross for a contractor position and €2.300 gross for a permanent employee position.
When a contractor is converted to a permanent position, the person who referred, receives an additional bonus of € 1.858
gross. We are very pleased with the success of this program and have awarded three bonuses this year.
At Vermilion we continue to hire for critical new and replacement positions which are determined by our annual work
force planning. Also, our focus is on appropriately staffing for long‐term growth, which means that priority lies on the
development of internal staff through lateral moves and promotions, rather than external hires. On top of the 10 new staff
members, we also in 2018 converted six staff to permanent employee positions.
Conversions to permanency is not a given, like in most Dutch companies (one or two fixed term contracts and almost
automatically a permanent contract is given.) Becoming a permanent employee is all about performance and being the
right fit for the company. In 2019, we’ve hired on Permanent employee and converted 7 Fixed‐ term contractors to
employees.
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How celebrates Vermilion their successes and stimulates the team feeling.
Traditionally Vermilion has always celebrated a lot with staff. We try to include staff in each achievement and celebrate
those events that are important.

Fifteen Year anniversary
During the first week of May, the Netherlands staff celebrated 15 years of
Vermilion with various s activities on all the Dutch locations, leading up to the
main event on Friday and Saturday in the Belgian Ardennes.
In May 2004 Vermilion bought assets from Elf Petroland (now Total) in
Harlingen and surrounding areas for € 48.3 million and entered into The
Netherlands. That was 15 years ago this year, a moment that deserved to be
celebrated!
Starting off the anniversary week, cakes with the Vermilion logo were delivered
to all locations on Monday morning. When staff returned to their desks, the agenda of the festivities was waiting in their
inbox.
For every office location, there were different surprises arranged. For example,
an air hockey table was put in the Garijp canteen during the whole week,
breakfast was served multiple times in Waalwijk and the Harlingen and
Amsterdam staff were able to sign up for a chair massage on Thursday.
Of course, at the NBU events are celebrated with food. Therefore, besides the
cake on Monday, there was a BBQ on Tuesday in Harlingen, a nice lunch for the
Amsterdam staff on Tuesday, a Pizza food truck on Wednesday in Garijp and
staff in both Amsterdam and Harlingen were treated on healthy smoothies on
the Thursday.
The celebratory week was closed off with the main event on Friday and
Saturday: The staff‐only Summer Event in Dinant, the Belgian Ardennes. A
record attendance of staff participated in adventurous activities. Everyone got
to choose an outdoor activity and was able to either go mountain biking in the
mountains, rock climbing, hiking and canoeing (or swimming….)
All in all, a great week where staff got to celebrate and had fun along the way!
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We were very aware that the activities in Belgium was not for everyone and this way, all could take part in the
celebrations, whether it was with by eating cake, barbeque or
pizza, enjoying the sounds of music or an audio book through
the speakers, or having a competitive game of air hockey or a
little relaxation on the massage chair followed by a smoothie, we
tried to involve all our staff in the 15 year anniversary.
Having all the activities throughout the week was a great way of
celebrating, there was something for everyone. A lot of food (we
like our food), but the staff in Garijp had whole competitions
going on the air hockey table and foosball table. The chair
massage was a huge success, with many requests to continue
this on a more regular basis.
On Friday, we left very early in the morning by bus for Belgium,
picking up more and more staff the more south we came,
arriving just before lunch. After everyone was checked into their
hotel rooms, we enjoyed a lovely lunch, before the afternoon activities
started. Staff had the choice of the following activities:
 Canoeing in the Leffe
 Rock climbing
 Via Ferrata (another form of rock climbing)
 Mountain biking
 Hiking in the mountains.
Most could do two activities in the afternoon. We were so
lucky with the weather (it rained in the morning before we
arrived, bright, sunny and warm in the afternoon and from 9
at night, the heavens opened again), that getting wet on the
water or dirty on the mountain bike was no problem at all.
Expert in Actie, the company who organized the event,
treated us to drinks and snacks in a nearby ‘beer garden’,
also celebrating 15 years working together with Vermilion,
organizing all our big events for us.
In the evening we enjoyed a lavish dinner in the hotel and
the fun went on until deep in the night. For the real sporty
people, on Saturday morning after breakfast, a hike was
organized, before the bus left at 10, returning us home.
Others took advantage of the hotel pool and spa facilities, for
a more relaxing start of the day.

Celebration time!
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The Social Club
At Vermilion Energy, we have a Social Club, which organizes the two main
events during the year. A Summer Event for staff only and a Winter Event,
where staff can bring their spouses and children (up to 18)
In 2019, The Social Club organized in January for all staff and their family a
night and a day out in The Winter Efteling.
From 15:00 hrs, the families who wanted to stay the night, could check into the
Efteling Hotel. At 18:00 hrs there was a dinner buffet for the children, followed
by a dinner buffet for the adults at 20:00 hrs.
The following day at 9:00 hrs all could enjoy breakfast and from 10:00 hrs, the
Winter Efteling opened, for a day of fun!
Sybrich and Sophia posing with mascot Pardoes

Team events

Introduced at the recommendation of 2016 GPTW committee, each team is
offered twice a year to organize a team activity. This is a great way to interact with your colleagues in a different way, get
to know them better and have some fun along the way.
The great thing is also, that the different teams can really showcase their creativity in finding ways to spent time together.
Examples of this year’s events:








A brewery tour in Groningen
Taking a boat through the canals of Amsterdam
Bowling with a dinner after
An afternoon of Xbox and Playstation, with normal controls or VR glasses for a more ‘intense’ experience with
Chinese take out to finish up
Driving quads
A guided tour through Harlinger
museum Hannema Huis
Escape room Eernewoude

Rienk and Bert on a quad

Yvonne gaming VR‐Style
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Food is good!
We tend to celebrate a lot with food. Besides the week of celebrations, we’ve had several barbeques this year on the
different locations. Sometimes for no reason at all, but just because it is Friday or the last warm day of the season.
With new, younger staff coming into the Harlingen office, we see more use of the kitchen and a cookout is happening on a
regular basis. Kebabs, hamburgers, chicken stir fry or the occasional pancake Friday is now quite normal as the traditional
‘greasy Friday’ lunches. Also during the rest of the week, the menu has changed. Where before, you would see the cheese
sandwiches being pulled out of a lunch box, now they are frying eggs, vegetables, last nights’ left overs etc. is now the norm
and fills the hallways with delicious smells. These smells draw other staff, who normally wouldn’t eat in the canteen, to
join the rest. Cooking during lunch has become such a hit, that the kitchen fan we had, wasn’t up for the task and set of the
fire alarm twice this year already. So we replaced the fan with a more robust one, which can handle this new food culture
we are developing.
Each year we have maintenance stops, where we stop production in a certain area and perform maintenance checks on all
our plants, replacing what needs replacing, upgrading where needed etc. These are huge undertakings, as shutting down
production, is a very costly process. In some areas, staff work in shifts 16 to 24 hours per day, to get an asset up and
running again as soon as possible. This is very hard work for all involved, so to keep them going, we also arrange for food
trucks or other means of fun food to come to the locations.
In Harlingen for example we had the ‘Vet… Lekker’ truck come in on a
few occasions, when the plant was being worked on. In this stop, we
had over 60 external staff come in to work on the plant. Of course, our
office staff, also joined in the fun.
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Celebrating our Cultures: Holidays and Traditions
As we are part of a Canadian corporation, we offer our staff the opportunity to celebrate
Vermilion’s Canadian heritage, by globally closing the offices on this date, July 1st.
Canada Day is the national day of Canada. A federal statutory holiday, it celebrates the
anniversary of the July 1, 1867, enactment of the Constitution Act, 1867 (then called the
British North America Act, 1867), which united the three separate colonies of Canada,
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick into a single Dominion within the British Empire called
Canada. Originally called Dominion Day, the holiday was renamed in 1982, the year the
Canada Act was passed. Canada Day celebrations take place throughout the country, as
well as in various locations around the world, attended by Canadians living abroad.
In the same fashion, to honor Dutch traditions, the office also closes on Good Friday. Also,
to continue on the Dutch traditions, we also offer the staff to leave early on December
5th, to be able to celebrate Sinterklaas at home with family.
As we are a multi‐cultural company, we try as much as possible, to inform staff on the
various traditions. For example, we always have a slide on the flat screens the week before
Sint Maarten. This is the celebration (in parts of The Netherlands) where children go
door‐to‐door with lanterns, sing songs and are rewarded with candy and or other treats.
Andrew and Lianne
As this is a very Dutch tradition, we ‘warn’ our foreign colleagues to have some candy in
the house, as they can expect children at the door.
Also in the Expat booklet we developed for incoming expats, we have dedicated a chapter on the Dutch traditions, like
celebrating Kings day (especially if you live in the Amsterdam area), 4th and 5th May and Sint Maarten.
Not only do we celebrate Dutch traditions. This year
we celebrated Halloween at the offices. Everyone
was invited to dress up and at the end of the day a
winner with the best costume was selected. There
was unlimited candy and the offices were decorated.

Halloween in Harlingen
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How Vermilion staff can participate and contribute to our Community Investment and
suitability goals.
“There

is value beyond ourselves in the communities where we operate. We care enough to look for it.”

As a responsible energy producer, we are committed to giving back to the communities where our people live and work.
Vermilion's community investment program – our Vermilion Ways of Caring – fulfills this mission by supporting non‐profit
and charitable organizations in three ways:
 Give Back: Our community partners make important contributions to the social, environmental and cultural fabric
of our communities. We are proud to support their work by investing resources) to make a difference in our local
communities.
 Give Time: We support the volunteer activities of our people and their families through our volunteer grant
program. It's our way of recognizing the time and energy they give to the community on their personal time and it
helps to create a culture of caring at Vermilion.
 Give Together: We organize "hands‐on" opportunities for staff to engage in company‐sponsored volunteer
activities during business hours.
Give back :
Our community partners make important contributions to the social, environmental and cultural fabric of our
communities. We support non‐profit or charitable organizations in the area where we invest with our operations. The
criteria for our organizations:




We support the communities where we have business investments.
We support community groups, not‐for‐profits and registered charities;
We focus our support to four areas. (homelessness & poverty – health & safety promotion – environmental
stewardship – celebrating Vermilion’s cultures)”

Exclusions
We do not support for‐profit organizations, or organizations whose aims, interests or activities conflict with Vermilion's
business interests or core values. Except in extraordinary circumstances, our community investment budget does not
support:
 Individuals or individual pursuits;
 Religious organizations (except those with non‐sectarian purposes);
 Organizations with partisan or political affiliations;
 Fraternal or labor organizations;
 Private foundations or clubs;
 Professional or technical associations;
 Endowments, contingency funds or deficit campaigns;
 Conventions, conferences, seminars;
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Flagship partnership: Jinc
The goal of a flagship partnership is to offer support financially and to donate our time to their projects. We value staff
participation and with the flagship partnership we give staff the opportunity to contribute to the areas in which they work
and live. As of 2016, we have one major flagship partner: JINC.
About JINC
Every child is talented. Of all 600,000 children in the Netherlands growing up in an environment with few examples or role
models to identify with, every single one is talented. JINC strives for a society in which a child’s background does not
determine a child’s future, a society in which every child gets a fair chance. In order to reach that goal, we help young
people between 8 and 16 years of age to a good start in the labor market. Through the JINC program they get acquainted
with various professions, find out what kind of work suits their talents, and learn how to apply for a job. That is how every
year JINC gives more than 43,000 children the opportunity to grow.
JINC & Vermilion Energy
Since 2016, we participate in JINC programs from our two office locations in Harlingen and Amsterdam. JINC works with
over 350 partners in the Netherlands, but we are the first partner in the north, as we were able to become the founding
partner to JINC Leeuwarden. With the foundation on JINC in Friesland, they are reaching out to children in Leeuwarden, a
place with an above average percentage of children coming from a poor social/economic background. Over the academic
year 2018‐2019, they have reached over 1600 children with their programs. We are proud that we do not only provide
funding that enables this, but our human resources as well by participated in the programs as described below. In 2019
over 20 individuals participated in our JINC programs.
Flash Internship
We invite children to our offices in both Amsterdam and Harlingen during a Flash
Internship where they learn about our business. But also what it´s like to work here and
how to become an employee. We offer them an interactive morning where they even get to
help out with some of our daily tasks.
Interview training
We go the schools and work together with another JINC partner as we teach a group of 10‐
15 teenagers about job interviews. They prepare letters and CV´s and we bring the ´real life´
in the schools. They get to practice on us, the experts. This offers them a valuable lesson
with real life managers in a safe environment where learning is the priority
Sven and a student – Tomorrow’s
and failing doesn’t exist.

Boss

“The financial support from Vermilion enabled us to start with two valuable programs in early 2017 for the local students.
By doing so many local entrepreneurs were able to participate in our JINC programs, experiencing what JINC is all about
and creating a positive snowball‐effect.”
Bianca Akkerman‐Joustra, Manager JINC Leeuwarden
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Give time: volunteer grant
Vermilion Energy cares about the communities where we live and work and we’d like to support our staff that cares too.
Give Time, our volunteer grant program, provides funding for the wide variety of non‐profit and charitable organizations
that our staff support through their personal volunteer time.
This year for the Netherlands we’ve broken a record with 21 Volunteer Grants! This is a total amount of €12.055 and
more than 3475 hours of volunteer work by our staff!
Both Vermilion employees and contract labor staff are invited to send in their request for a volunteer grant. They have to
volunteer themselves and/or an immediate family member (or a combination of both) for your non‐profit or charitable
organization, following the time guidelines, to a family maximum of €750 per calendar year. +
Criteria:





Includes employees and full‐time contract
staff.
Non‐profit or charitable organizations can be
outside Vermilion's charitable giving focus
areas.
Exclusions include organizations whose
aims, interests or activities conflict with
Vermilion's business interests or core
values; religious organizations (except those
with non‐sectarian purposes); and
organizations with political affiliations.

Volunteer Grant: Zorgboerderij Dekkersnest
A new initiative came from one of our Control Room Technicians,
Simon Laan. He is a volunteer at Zorgboederij Dekkersnest, a care
home facility for (young) adults with a (light) handicap. His role in
this foundation is Secretary and Treasurer. However, what he likes
most is the 8 hours per week he ‘s teaching cooking classes with
different groups. At the end of the curriculum, together with a care
taker, he takes the examinations. He does not only teach the cooking
class, however the people also learn about hygiene, reading recipes,
writing grocery lists, doing groceries and calculating costs.
With the Volunteer Grant, the foundation is able to buy a new grill
for in their yard kitchen.

Simon and one of the residents of Dekkersnest
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Give Together – Day of Caring 2019 :
We organize "hands‐on" opportunities for staff to engage in company‐sponsored
volunteer activities during business hours. In addition to actively demonstrating our core
values of Respect and Responsibility, the program helps us to make Vermilion a great
place to work, fosters pride, teamwork and camaraderie among staff, and builds genuine
and authentic relationships with our communities.
These activities are highly supported by the management of Vermilion. During our annual
Day of Caring we try to step out of our office and into the communities to lend a hand. We
selected partners from our Municipality Linkage Program. This way we offer more than
financial help and our employees learn more about the community
partners we support.
Yanqing and his Zonnebloem guests

Special Encounters and new beginnings:
On Wednesday June 19th, it has been very quiet in the Netherlands offices, because staff went out to contribute to the local
communities during the NBU Day of Caring. In total, 45 staff members participated in five different projects, which is a
record attendance of 46%!
This year’s focus has been on the CI pilar “ Homelesness and poverty” which is translated to the themes of social
isolation and supporting less fortunate families, with five different projects across the country. It has been a day of special
encounters and new beginnings:
On Safari with elderly
Many elderly in the Netherlands feel socially isolated and if they have a physical disability this makes it more difficult for
them to go out on their own. Similar to last years’ Day of Caring, In the Southern part of the Netherlands 17 staff members
spend the day at local Safaripark Beekse Bergen with the Zonnebloem. The Zonnebloem is an NGO that supports physically
disabled people for 70 years in the Netherlands. The day started off with terrible weather forecasts, however luckily the
clouds disappeared and everyone was able to enjoy great conversations, coffee & cake and the animal adventures.
Hands‐on, Hats off!
Up North in the Harlingen region, it was time to get some physical labour done. Four hands‐on projects, coordinated in
cooperation with Stichting Present, made a huge impact on four families directly in our local community. Stichting Present
is a foundation that serves as a “realtor” in social inclusion. They offer the opportunities for volunteers to make a
difference in the towns and cities where they live and be there for people who live in poverty, social isolation or people
who have a physical disability. 27 staff members helped out 4
families by cleaning out a yard and home of a hoarder, supported a
widow to do garden work, painting walls and the ceiling for a
wheelchair bound man and building a brand new shed for a
refugee family.
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“I’m grateful for what we’ve accomplished during the Day of Caring.
Experiencing last year’s in Aqua Zoo, I know that 20 Zonnebloem guests
had a day which they will remember for a long time! Giving them the
attention, time and care by taking them out of their ordinary day life
is something they’re incredibly grateful for.
In the Harlingen area, four properties have been turned back into homes
and the less fortunate people we’ve supported have been given new
beginnings: a refugee family who no longer has to worry about safety of
locking up a tricycle for their disabled family member, a widow who can
get some peace by enjoying her yard instead of looking at a burden, a
disabled man who’s house is spruced up and more accessible, and a man
who got a safer place to live and now realizes that his way of life needs a
change. The hands‐on support we’ve given is something they all can
built further on in the future. Thát is the reason we do this.”‐ Sophia
Ruiter, HR & CI Administrator NBU

Building the shed

What we heard from our partners and staff
“Dear Vermilion staff, Thank you very much for your great initiative to
take our guests out to the Beekse Bergen Safaripark! They’ve enjoyed this
unforgettable afternoon very much!”‐ Team External events, the
Zonnebloem
“What an awesome project day! Everybody worked so hard with great
results and happy people!” – Anja Schilder, Project coordinator Stichting
Present

Dirk de Haan and his Team

“I served and accompanied an older couple for the day of caring. The
couple was super nice and very pleasant to get along with. We had
amazingly good communications along the way with mixed Dutch &
English conversation. At the farewell, the gentleman held my hands and
almost burst into tears, telling me that it is one of his best day in life.” –
Yanqing Yu, Geosciences Advisor
“Personally I think helping people is the most satisfying job and when I
saw Mr. A crying for what we have done It was really touching my soul.”
– Paolo Gandin, HSE Advisor

Paolo and his Team

“There is a lot more work left to do at the man’s place. We almost
couldn’t leave him. Now you can see that care in the Netherlands is being neglected more often and a bitter personal story
motivates you to do something about it!” – Dirk de Haan, Field Technician
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We care for our communities: AED’s for the Heart Foundation
In most residential areas there are insufficient defibrillators available, whereas this is where the most heart attacks take
place. And in case of heart attack an defibrillator is of vital importance. The defibrillator provides an electric shock that can
cause the heart to return to normal. This way an defibrillator can save someone's life. The Heart Foundation advises
everyone to ensure that there is an defibrillator as close as possible that can also be reached at night. Every second counts
in a heart attack.
Over 2018‐2019,Vermilion financially supported the Heart Foundation (Hartstichting) through our Municipality Linkage
Program. Staff were able to apply for an AED in their residential area, in case they live close to our operations. 7
neighborhoods are now a safer place to live!
Everything starts with HSE
One of our focus areas is health and safety promotion and the
Heart Foundation fits this neatly. They conduct a lot of
research into cardiovascular diseases, but is also committed
to distributing sufficient defibrillators nationwide.
"I am delighted to mention that we are not only working hard
to ensure that our operations are managed as safely as possible,
but in this way we also offer our employees the opportunity to
contribute to their own community" ‐ Martijn ter Haar HSE
manager
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Sustainability within Vermilion
Written by Yvonne Jeffrey, Manager, Communications, Community Investment & Sustainability

At Vermilion, we have always been committed to the priorities of health and safety, the environment, and economic
prosperity – in that order. Nothing is more important to us than the safety of our communities and those who work with
us, and the protection of our natural surroundings. And while our communities rely on us to conduct business responsibly,
we believe in reaching beyond, ensuring that our investors, our people, our partners and our communities share in our
success.
How do we define sustainability?
At Vermilion, this comes down to two questions that we ask all of our people to consider, from our staff around the world
to our Board of Directors:
•
If you could choose one impact to make on your community, as part of your role at Vermilion, what would it be?
•
If you could choose one impact to make on the company, as part of your role at Vermilion, what would it be?
For us, sustainability is the intersection of this external consideration, mapped against our internal focus. We understand
the importance of our considering our external stakeholders (investors, governments, communities and partners) and our
internal stakeholders (our staff), and we have purposefully aligned our efforts in this regard with the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (for an overview, see next page).
We define sustainability as “delivering responsibly produced energy to meet the world’s evolving needs” and we do it in
order to build a better future for our stakeholders through economic, environmental and community wellbeing. This is not
only the right thing do to for our communities and the planet, it also makes us a better company, by creating a competitive
advantage from our leadership among our peer group companies.
Our context
In 2015, we recognized Integrated Sustainability as one of
our six key business drivers, and we established internal
champions with mandates to advance our objectives. Our
employment of the phrase “Integrated Sustainability”
reflects our belief that every facet of Vermilion’s business,
beginning with our physical operations and
encompassing our financing, human resources and
community relations, must advance our overarching goal
of advancing global sustainability. We understand that as
a careful and socially conscious energy producer, we
contribute to the economic and environmental strength
of the communities and countries where we operate,
particularly as the planet moves toward a low‐carbon
economic model.
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In 2018, the Board established a Sustainability Committee, to provide additional advice for the oversight of Vermilion’s
approach, including:
 Our Sustainability Policy and long‐range strategic plan;
 Sustainability performance, including key performance indicators;
 Identification and management of sustainability‐related risks and opportunities; and
 Methods of communicating sustainability policies and performance.
This includes climate‐related issues, their impact on business strategy, budgets and risk management, and progress on
related goals.
In 2018, we aligned our sustainability reporting with recommendations from the TCFD, expanding this into various
disclosure documents we are publishing in 2019. We have purposefully broadened the TCFD’s climate‐specific approach,
as we believe that other environment‐related risks and opportunities, along with social factors, are essential elements of
an integrated strategy to support both the long‐term economic viability of the company and the wellbeing of our key
stakeholders, including the communities in which we operate. In 2018, we also reviewed sustainability‐related
recommendations from the CCGG Principles for Responsible Investment, and Sustainability Accounting Standards Board in
order to integrate them into our approach.
Our strategy is to include external stakeholder expectations in identifying risks and opportunities for our business, to
prioritize them in an integrated approach to decision making, translate them into strategy, actions and projects that share
value with our stakeholders, and to engage staff to support them as ambassadors for Vermilion and active contributors to
VET sustainability.
http://sustainability.vermilionenergy.com/ourapproach/about/message‐from‐our‐chief‐executive‐officer.cfm
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Our strategy to address the impact of these risks, and ensure our resilience under various scenarios, focuses on the
following:
 Lower carbon fuels. Since 2012, we have shifted our production mix towards natural gas, as a cleaner burning
fuel than other fossil fuels, and we continue to focus on reducing the carbon intensity of the oil and gas that we
produce. This includes producing fuel that is used within the country of production wherever possible,
contributing to a reduced carbon footprint associated with transportation of the fuel to consumers, and to
increased national energy security.
 Greater energy efficiency. Many energy‐ and operational efficiency initiatives go hand‐in‐hand, which in turn
helps us to minimize our carbon footprint and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
 Lower greenhouse gas emission intensity. We are committed to reducing the greenhouse gas emissions associated
with our production, with particular focus on methane. Our emissions reduction initiatives have resulted in
Vermilion having a top quartile emissions intensity (emission rate per BOE produced) when compared against our
peer group. This is a significant achievement, given that we do not have the benefit of a concentrated asset (as
many of our peers have), which would support lower operational emissions. We therefore rely more heavily on
innovation to reduce emissions.
 Socially responsible fuels. We operate in regions noted for their stable, well‐developed fiscal and regulatory
policies related to oil and gas exploration and development, and for their robust framework of health, safety,
environmental and human rights legislation. We are committed to ensuring that our fuels are produced in the most
environmentally and socially responsible manner possible, respecting worker rights and community engagement.
 Renewable energy. We are continuing to pilot the production of renewable energy, including geothermal energy,
for which our internal expertise in engineering, geoscience and drilling is particularly well suited. This work has
begun with a focus on the geothermal potential of our produced water, supporting a circular economy model that
conserves, reuses and recycles resources to better protect our environment. It is also expanding into other areas,
including biogas and the conversion of traditional oil and gas assets to geothermal production.
 Transparency and reporting. We have established a strong record of reporting on greenhouse gas emissions,
energy usage and other key environmental metrics. This data is helping us to understand our opportunities for
improvement, and we will continue to use it to determine emissions and energy reduction targets.
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Why is sustainability important?
Oil and gas company operations have potential economic, environmental and social impacts on a wide range of
stakeholders. For Vermilion, sustainability is how we translate our core values into addressing these impacts: maximizing
their opportunities and mitigating their risks.
Our vision: As a responsible oil and gas producer, Vermilion consistently delivers long‐term shareholder value by
operating in an economically, environmentally and socially responsible manner that is recognized by our stakeholders as a
model in our industry.
We recognize an energy transition is occurring, and we are a part of the transition. At the same time, we are realistic that
oil and gas consumption will continue during the transition, and will in fact increase over the next few decades. Our
strategy focuses on reducing environmental impacts of traditional energy production while developing renewable energy
projects closely related to our core competencies. We truly believe that sustainability‐oriented investors, governments and
citizens will have their greatest positive impact by turning to Best‐In‐Class operators like Vermilion during the transition.
Why is reporting important?
Stakeholders are increasingly demanding that corporations release information on economic, environmental, social and
governance impacts beyond what's required in annual financial reports, in a transparent, authentic and credible manner.
This pressure is increased for companies in the extractive sector. Our sustainability report will demonstrate all that we are
already achieving in this area, and will help us establish a sustainability leadership position in our peer group. As
examples, we have earned the following recognition in 2018 and 2019:
ESG Socially Responsible Investment Organization
CDP

VET Peer Ranking
ATop of peer group

RobecoSAM

76 percentile
Top quartile of oil & gas sector
Top of peer group

Sustainalytics

85 percentile
Second in peer group

th

th

In 2018 and 2019, we were very pleased to work with CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project) on a case study based
on our operations that examined how an oil and gas company manages the low‐carbon transition. This study highlights our
success at linking geothermal energy with traditional oil and gas production, demonstrating the potential synergies
between them, along with our track record of decreasing the energy and emissions intensities in our
operations, particularly with respect to acquisitions. The published case study can be found on the CDP website here.
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Sustainability in The Netherlands
Renewable energy projects in the Netherlands
As a key part of the low‐carbon transition, Vermilion is leveraging the proof‐of‐concept established in France to develop
renewable energy projects in our operations in The Netherlands. The Dutch government proposed a Climate law targeting
a reduction of CO2 emissions of 95% in 2050 and a 59% reduction in 2030, compared to 1990. We are playing an
important role by demonstrating that, beyond using natural gas as a lower carbon transition fuel, synergies exist between
natural gas production and renewable energy. We are also using our core business, based on geoscience expertise and our
existing infrastructure to investigate several important avenues for supporting the government’s target.
Gas to geothermal energy conversion
We continue to develop our project to convert two of our depleted gas wells in Middenmeer, in North Holland, to
geothermal production. This project is expected to support a nearby regional agriculture hub that is one of the largest
contiguous greenhouse areas in Europe, with 320 hectares and 9 tomato‐ and pepper‐producing customers.
Combined gas and geothermal exploration
This work focuses on developing geothermal assessment plans on new gas drilling prospects so that a single drilling
operation can address the potential of both natural gas and geothermal energy opportunities. It makes good economic
sense: geothermal projects are currently economically viable only in very good reservoirs, close to a high and continuous
heat demand. Combining gas and geothermal exploration increases the return on investment significantly.
Biogas production
In Harlingen, we are investigating the production of biogas from low‐grade biomass such as verge grass and manure. This
project involves cleaning and upgrading the biogas to green gas at our Harlingen Treatment Centre, with the potential to
process and dry the green gas to produce fertilizer. We are aiming at mid‐2021 for this project.

Copyright photo Siebe Swart
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Strategic Framework
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Strategic Objectives

The foundation of our VET Vision includes six key business drivers, called Strategic Objectives.
Each strategic objective has defined outcomes for the the long-term future and is represented by a member of the Executive team.
The Executive team sets objectives and reviews these commitments on an ongoing basis, and provides progress reports to our
Board of Directors.

Extraordinary People
Represented by: Mona Jasinski, Executive Vice President People & Culture
High Performing, Engaged Workforce: Build a team of highly motivated, engaged people who work together as owners of
the company to deliver superior results & make Vermilion a great place to work.








Core Value Culture: Create a high performing workforce by preserving our strong corporate culture, by living,
nurturing & protecting our core values
Unique Career Development: Offer unique opportunities that lead to superior attraction and retention of
talented people
Performance Expectations: Expect & reward high performance that aligns to our core values
Flexibility in Work & Rewards: Maintain flexibility in how people work and their rewards, making sense for the
business & regions
Fully Resourced: Hire best‐in‐class staff & directors; ensure full resourcing
Entrepreneurial Approach: Think & act as owners, to increase revenue & efficiency, decrease costs, generate
value & manage risk
Embrace Opportunities: Embrace new opportunities, ideas & thoughts
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Best in Class Health, Safety & Environment
Represented by: Daniel Goulet, Director, Corporate HSE
Proactive HSE Culture : Health, Safety and Environment is fully integrated in our business; our culture is recognized as a
model by the industry & our stakeholders, resulting in a healthy workplace free of incidents.



Continuous Improvement: We are all accountable for HSE, and deliver continuous improvement through



Responsible Behavior: Support responsible behavior and drive individual accountability through



Health & Safety Priority: Recognize our priorities; understand the higher priority prevails in case of a

active involvement by management & staff

consistent actions, communications, programs & systems; investigate & learn from our mistakes



potential conflict:
o Health & Safety
o Environment
o Profitability
Integrated HSE Plan: Drive a proactive HSE culture where an HSE plan is integrated into our business
plan; understand our priorities and key risks
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Top quartile shareholders return
Represented by: Lars Glemser, Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
Deliver Shareholder Value
Generate long‐term, top‐quartile, stable shareholder returns through a low‐risk business model.
Protect Equity: Understand there is a cost to equity and that we work for existing shareholders; minimize the issuance of
equity; only issue it to manage the balance sheet or for opportunistic acquisitions
Manage Risks: Manage continually all major risks across the organization, including health, safety & environment;
financial controls; commodities; and reputation, via the following:





Make realistic internal estimates & over deliver to external stakeholders
Maintain a conservative balance sheet, continually stress test, and execute hedging strategy
Target the payout ratio; never cut the dividend; maintain a low‐risk, low‐yield model
Monitor progress using metrics around share price, production volumes, recycle ration and reserves
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Robust Portfolio
Represented by: Jenson Tan, Director, Business Development
High Netback & Diversified Portfolio: Build a portfolio of high margin oil and gas assets that provides superior returns &
sustainable growth as measured on a per‐share basis, by exploiting existing assets, building material positions in resource
opportunities & making strategic acquisitions.
Diversified Assets: Focus mainly on operated, onshore, upstream, high netback assets with low decline, high capital
efficiency & high profitability
Low‐Risk Drilling Inventory: maintain a minimum of 5 years of defined low‐risk drilling inventory to provide at least
5%/year organic growth
Opportunistic Acquisitions: Use acquisitions to reach the overall production goal of 100,000 boe/d by 2020, targeting
low‐risk, OECD‐like countries & using disciplined, value‐added evaluation
Relationships with Majors: Build & maintain strong relationships to capture underutilized assets
Exploration Development: Maintain ongoing development of exploration opportunities that manage risks progressively
& protect capital investment
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Operational Excellence
Represented by: Anthony Marino, President & Chief Executive Officer
Leading Operating Positions: Manage and operate our diverse international business with excellence and efficiency,
demonstrating Vermilion's leadership, including organizational, stakeholder, cost, and capital‐efficient growth leadership.
Decentralized Decision‐Making: Use decentralized decision‐making for optimal decision quality, accountability, agility &
results, while ensuring core corporate processes & technology are consistent across the company
Strong External Relations: Maintain strong federal, municipal, local and NGO relationships that support excellence
Cost Leadership: Achieve unit cost leadership in operating expense and E&D cost in each of our regions
Capital Efficiency: Mature a long‐term inventory of capital‐efficient E&D projects in each region to establish consistent
organic production growth within cash flow; make disciplined decisions based on sound technical & economic analysis
Leading Positions: Create leading‐to‐dominant businesses in each of the areas where we operate; we are a "fast follower"
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Integrated Sustainability
Represented by: Mona Jasinski, Executive Vice President People & Culture
Deliver Stakeholder Value: Consistently deliver long‐term stakeholder value by operating in an economically,
environmentally & socially sustainable manner recognized by our stakeholders as a model in our industry.
Fully Integrated: Integrate sustainability into all facets of our business through five key areas: Governance & Ethics;
Economic Performance; People; Health, Safety & Environment; and Communities
Clear & Balanced Priorities:





Focus on a safe, healthy and positive workplace
Reduce our impacts on the environment, through improving energy efficiency, reducing GHG, maximizing water
efficiency & caring for the land
Drive operational excellence and efficiency
Ensure that our communities share in our success

Stakeholder Engagement: Actively engage with our stakeholders, including key stakeholder groups – shareholders, staff,
partners & suppliers, and communities – to ensure we understand & address their expectations
Create Value: Generate economic, environmental & social benefits for the company & our stakeholders using a shared
value model, creating measurable business value while addressing societal issues
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Vermilion Incentive Plan

Vermilion’s PLAN OUTLINE
Vermilion’s VIP Plan is commonly referred to as a Restricted Share Unit plan (“RSU”) or a “Full Value Plan”. The awards do
not have an “exercise price” like a stock option plan. Rather, the number of units originally awarded at time of grant, when
vested, will be readjusted (with the performance factor and the reinvestment of dividends, as discussed below) and valued
using the weighted average trading price for the 5 days preceding the vesting date, without any reduction from the
exercise price.
Vermilion has chosen to put in place a plan that is performance based that
• aligns with shareholder preferences;
• follows good corporate governance guidelines; and
• provides a competitive long term incentive program that will attract and retain employees and directors to
Vermilion.
Granting of Share Awards and Vesting Periods


New Hires are awarded a number of restricted shares units upon commencement of employment or appointment
as a board member that will vest in 3 pre‐determined amounts in April of each year, following their hire date. New
awards will not always be prorated in thirds (they will be allotted dependent on the New Hires’ start date.)
o All awards are approved by Vermilion’s Board of Directors at the next regularly scheduled board meeting
after start date



Employees and board members are awarded VIP units each April that will cliff vest (vest in full) in three years from
the award date.
o The frequency of the grants is expected to be annual for employees and board members but may not be the
case each year

Performance Factor
Quartile targets
Quartile Ranking against
Vermilion’s Peers
Annual Performance Factor
Multiple

Below
threshold
4th quartile

Threshold

Target

Maximum

3rd quartile

2nd quartile

1st quartile

0

1x

1.5x

2x
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The Annual Performance Factors for the grant are then averaged as follows:
Example “A”
Performance Factor Remains Constant Over 3 Year Period
Vesting Periods

Performance Factor (“PF”)

New Hires
PF Averaged

Year 1

1x

1x

Year 2

1x

1x

Year 3

1x

1x

Cliff Vested
PF Averaged

(1+1+1)/3=1x

Example “B”
Performance Factor Varies Each Year and is Averaged

Vesting Periods

Performance Factor (“PF”)

New Hires
PF Averaged

Year 1

2x

2x

Year 2

1x

(2+1)/2=1.5x

Year 3

1.5x

(2+1+1.5)/3=1.5x

Cliff Vested
PF Averaged

(2+1+1.5)/3=1.5x

Vermilion provides its plan members (excluding board of directors and officers who are automatically placed in the
Performance Stream) with a choice between two programs – a “Performance Stream” or “Blended Stream”. The election to
choose which stream an employee wishes to participate in must be made within 2 weeks from the date of receipt of the
award documentation. If no election is made within that period, the stream will be automatically defaulted to the Blended
Stream.
The Performance Stream is 100% performance related, meaning the number of shares provided at grant will be adjusted
upon vesting based on the quartile achieved i.e. if Vermilion achieves 1st quartile, the number of shares granted will be
multiplied by a factor of 2 times. If Vermilion achieves 4th quartile, no shares will be earned at vesting. (See Table above,
outlining Quartile Targets.)
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The Blended Stream is 75% performance and 25% time based. For clarity, 75% of the shares granted will be performance
based as described under the Performance Stream above, and the balance will be earned at a multiple of 1x upon vesting,
regardless of what quartile Vermilion achieves. This allows those employees who are somewhat risk adverse, to choose a
program that will provide at least some payout, so long as the shares are trading on the Stock Exchange.
It is expected, that upon vesting, the value of the award will be paid out in shares, however the Board of Directors has the
discretion for the value to be paid out in cash, in shares or a combination of both.
In addition to the Annual Performance Factor providing potential growth to the value of the shares of up to 2 times, the
Company also provides for a reinvestment of the monthly dividend (as the company declares). The monthly dividend value
paid is divided by the weighted average of the fair market value1 for each month from the date the vesting period
commenced (“adjusted ratio”). The reinvestment of dividends is cumulative; increasing the number of shares you were
actually awarded.
Example of How the Reinvestment of Dividends Works:
Cumulative Number of
Monthly
Fair Market Value
Shares
Dividend Price
100 (granted)
$0.23
Month 1 = $40.00
100.57500
$0.23
Month 2 = $40.50
101.14617
$0.23
Month 3 = $41.00
102.02911
…
…
(100 shares x $0.23 / $40 = 0.57500 shares = 100.57500 shares)

Reinvestment of
Dividends
= 0.57500 shares
= 0.57117 shares
= 0.56741 shares
…
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The Benefits Over & Above a “Stock Option Plan”

Stock Option Plans

Vermilion’s Incentive Plan

Stock options have an exercise price; the
benefit an employee receives is the difference
between the market price at time of sale and
the exercise price.

The VIP plan is a full value plan, with no
exercise price; the benefit an employee
receives is the number of shares vesting
multiplied by the market price at time of sale.

If the market price decreases below the
exercise price, the stock options are no longer
“in‐the‐money” and there is no benefit to the
employee.

If the market price decreases below the market
price at time of grant, and the Company is still
performing competitively against its peers,
employees will still earn a benefit at the
multiples outlined previously.

No matter how well the company performs, the
number of shares the employee/director
received at grant will not change.

If the company performs in the top quartile, the
number of shares vesting double.

Stock Option Plans typically do not pay out
dividends.

The VIP plan has a reinvestment of dividends.

*The fair market value of the trading price for each month is determined by taking the weighted average of the trading price for the 10 trading days
prior to the payment date in accordance with the companies DRIP program.

In short

The Vermilion Incentive Plan (VIP) is a very unique benefit for Vermilion staff. Upon signing new permanent
employees receive a new hire grant, which is turned into VET shares and in the first three years of the tenure,
each year part of this grant will vest.
After that, each year, as part of the longterm incentive, the employee earns another grant, which will vest in
three years time, so from the moment the employee is with the company a year, he will receive vested shares.
The amount of the grant, will depend on performance, the position within the company and how the company
has performed.
As an extra bonus, if Vermilion competes in the top quartile of it’s peer group, the company doubles the shares
that are vesting that year, so for Dutch staff, gross becomes net.
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Wellness Benefit

PURPOSE
The wellness benefit provides Employees and their family (partner and/or children) flexible options to encourage physical
and mental wellbeing.

POLICY
The Wellness benefit applies to all permanent Netherlands based Employees on the Dutch Payroll. The Company will
contribute up to € 1.400,‐ gross per year to each employee for the Wellness benefit, on a calendar year basis, commencing
January 1st of each year.
For new hires, contract conversions and returns from unpaid leave, the program starts on your contractual start date.
Employees with a start date between January 1st – June 30th will be eligible for the full Wellness benefit of € 1.400,‐ gross,
Employees with a start date between July 1st – December 31st will be eligible for € 700,‐ gross.
The Wellness benefit encourages Employees to live healthier and more active lives and is intended to cover various
lifestyle activities and experiences, following four (4) main categories:
 Fitness activity
 Fitness, Exercise and Sport Equipment
 Wellness
 Recreation, Leisure and Culture
Further information on each of the categories can be found under “Wellness Eligible Expense Listing”.
CARRY FORWARD OPPORTUNITIES
Balances in the Wellness account cannot be carried forward from one year to the next if unused. Any remaining balances
as of year‐end will expire.
SUBMITTING YOUR CLAIMS
All submitted expenses must be received by November 30th of any year The Company needs to finalize the Wellness
benefits with the December payroll. To claim an amount, you must use the Form ‘Wellness Benefit Claim’.
To substantiate your claim, please provide the claim form plus original registration and/or original receipt to HR with a
proof of payment. The valid amounts will be paid out as a net amount through the next payroll. The benefit will be taxed
through the Labour Cost Scheme (Werkkostenregeling).
In addition, funds may also be forfeited if the Employee’s status changes due to resignation or termination within 6 months after start
date.

Claims should be submitted on behalf of the employee, common law partner/spouse and/or children up to the age of 18 or
when they are still in school/college up to the age of 23.
Invoices need to be dated in the year of the claim, with the exception, that invoices dated in December of the previous year
can also be claimed, as we have a deadline of November 30th. Also in case of passes (ski, fitness etc.), the claim can be made
in the year that you used the pass. If you start through the current year, the invoices need to be dated after you joined the
company.
The Company reserves the right to amend, suspend or discontinue, in whole or in part, any benefit described within the
Wellness benefit.
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Fitness activity
Instruction, exercise and support to promote positive health benefits

Covered

Fitness center memberships
o Also includes ‘strippenkaart’, where you pay for 10 or 20 sessions in advance and center signs off when you join in
Individual / Family sport
o Includes ‐ registration, court fees , lessons
o Examples ‐ badminton, squash, tennis, golf
o Also includes ‘strippenkaart’, where you pay for 10 or 20 sessions in advance and center signs off when you join in
Fitness classes (if not included in the fitness center)
o Studio classes; examples – yoga, Pilates, aerobics, kickboxing, boot camps, dance classes like Zumba, hip hop or street dance
o Running groups / jogging groups / walking groups / (inline) skating lessons
o Dance classes, examples – Ballroom, Hip‐hop, Tap, Ballet etc. Also includes ‘strippenkaart’, where you pay for 10 or 20 sessions
in advance and center signs off when you join in
Organized / Team sport
o Includes ‐ registration fees, team fees , lessons, ‘verenigingscontributie’
o Examples – football, basketball, field hockey, volleyball, rugby, ‘kaatsen’, ‘korfbal’ etc.
Personal Fitness Trainer
o Includes – assessments, training plans, sessions
o Registration fees for athletic, physical fitness, health & wellness events
- Includes runs / walks of any duration (e.g. 5k, 10k, half marathons, marathons)
- Biathlons, triathlons, Iron man competitions
- Bike rides (e.g. ‘Elfstedentocht’, ‘Elfmerentocht’, ‘Amstel Gold Race’, ‘Ladies Ride’)
- Skating events like organized marathons, ‘Elfstedentocht’ speed skating events on natural ice

Self defense
o
o

Includes – registration fees, lessons, competition entry fees, ‘verenigingscontributie’, uniforms
Examples – karate, jujitsu, tae kwon do, judo etc.

Ski / Snowboard
o

Includes – ski passes, memberships, lessons, goggles

Swimming
o
o
o
o

Includes ‐ lessons, competition entry fees, ‘verenigingscontributie’, fees for becoming certified (diploma A, B and C)
Lessons also include aqua jogging, aquarobics and other lessons given in a swimming pool
Also includes ‘strippenkaart’, where you pay for 10 or 20 sessions in advance and pool facility signs off when you join a lesson
or go for a recreational swim
Wetsuits, goggles and swimming gear
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Not covered








Accommodation / travel / food / beverage expenses
Apparel / clothing including golf shirts, pants, outerwear, self‐defense equipment
Log books / journals, smart phone applications to log / chart progress
Golf cart purchase or rental
Locker rental
Sporting event tickets / passes
Donations to charitable runs / walks / bike rides / skating events

Fitness, Exercise and Sports Equipment
Purchase of equipment that promotes fitness

COVERED
Cycling
o

Includes – bicycle, specialized shoes, helmet, water bottle, parts and maintenance, bicycle computers (measuring cadence,
heart rate etc.) and specialized pants and shirts.

Fitness equipment
o
o
o

Examples – weights, treadmill, rowing machine, fitness ball, yoga mat, yoga blocks, stretch bands, kettle bells, Pilates machine,
foam rollers, home trainers, home gyms, steppers etc.
Also includes weight racks, mats to put under equipment, extended warranty
Used equipment qualifies, as long as valid retail store receipt is submitted

Fitness / exercise DVD’s
Game Console Fitness
o

Includes – Wii Fit Platform only, Kinext Play Fit only, Zumba fitness console games, tacx‐type bike trainers

Golf
o Includes – clubs, balls, tees, gloves, shoes, golf bag
Hockey
o
o

Ice hockey: Includes – skates (including maintenance), pads, hockey pants, helmet, sticks, pucks, hockey bag, hockey shorts
and skirts
Field hockey: Includes – sticks, balls, specialized shoes, mouth guard, hockey (stick) bag

Jogging / Running / Walking
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o

Includes – pedometers, heart rate monitors, specialized shoes, running stroller for toddlers, drink water systems, fit bits and
other sports watches.

Organized / team sport
o

Includes – Equipment for baseball, football, basketball, rugby, swimming, ‘kaatsen’, ‘korfbal’ ect., like balls, bats, pads, helmets,
gloves for ‘kaatsen’, specialized shoes, sports mouth guard etc.

Racket sports
o

Equipment for badmintons, squash, tennis, etc.; includes rackets, balls, nets, goggles, racket bag etc.

Ski / snowboard
o

Includes ski’s, board, poles, ski boots, helmets, goggles, rentals, maintenance, ski/snowboard bag, ski/snowboard boot bag,
crampons, ski or climbing skins

NOT COVERED










Accommodation / travel / food / beverage expenses
Apparel / clothing including reflective jackets, pants, shirts, outerwear, ski pants, jackets, gloves, mitts, uniforms, jerseys, team
jackets, winter (snow)boots
Sporting event tickets / passes
CD’s books, magazines, smartphone applications, portable music devices (e.g. iPods, iPhones etc.), music
Global Positioning systems (GPS), maps
Wii, Microsoft Xbox, Sony consoles and general accessories not required for the fitness platforms, computer / monitor for tacx
bike trainer
Home renovations to convert space, make improvements (e.g. installation of fans, air conditioner)
Saunas, Jacuzzis, steam showers, hot tubs
Smart watches and smart phones

Wellness

Products and services that improve health and well‐being
It is recommended that you check with your health insurance first, to ensure that any covered items are claimed
there first. All therapists/professionals must be licensed and in good standing with the applicable association
Alternative healing treatments and therapies
o
o

COVERED

Includes – licensed massage therapists who do not meet current accreditation standards, reflexology, acupuncture,
homeopathy, herbalist, shiatsu therapist, chiropractor
Please note, that if you have additional coverage in your health insurance, you can (partly) claim the costs through your
insurance company as well.

Dietician and nutrition consulting
o

Please note that this is partly covered in the stator health insurance (‘basisverzekering’)

Electric rechargeable toothbrush (e.g. Philips Sonicare, waterpick, etc.)
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Financial wellness
o

Includes the fees charged for making a will (notaris), estate planning or pre‐retirement financial planning for you and/or your
partner.

o

Costs for training/ seminars/ webinars to educate yourself on financial wellness and choices

Glasses for PC work
o With a max of 150 euro per year, please check with your health insurance for possible coverage.
Maternity classes / services
o
o

Includes – prenatal classes, lactation consulting
Depending on the extent of your (additional) health insurance, most of these costs are already covered. If an ‘own contribution
/ eigen bijdrage’ is required, you can claim this amount through the Wellness benefit

Health assessments
Other Wellness Activities
o

Includes hobby and self‐development course/class fees – painting, drawing, sewing, photography, languages, knitting,
crocheting, cooking, pottery, music lessons

Self or group counselling session / course / seminar
o

Includes – grief counselling, relationship building, self help

Smoking cessation programs and products
o
o

Please note that there is a stop smoking program covered in the statutory health insurance as well.
Includes – medications (inhalers, gum, lozenges, patches, pills), acupuncture, hypnotherapy

Stress management
o

Includes – programs, classes, counseling not covered by insurance or counseling after maximizing sessions through our own
provider Resilians.

Weight management programs
o

This includes registration and periodical fees

Wellness centers
o Includes costs for sauna, Haman, wellness therapies (e.g. hot stone massage), thermal baths

NOT COVERED




Accommodation / travel / food / beverage expenses
Apparel / clothing
Dietary aids that may include but are not limited to herbal supplements, vitamins, protein supplements, bars and weight
maintenance food
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CD’s, books, magazines, smart phone applications
Financial wellness – investments, payments for fees (e.g. transfers fees, purchasing stock, account maintenance, etc.) penalties
for filing late taxes or withdrawing funds from registered accounts, interest, taxes owing, annual tax filings, fees for financial
planners.
Toothbrush accessories, toothpaste, replacement brushes
Materials & equipment for hobby courses (e.g. paint supplies, pencils, fabric, thread, camera, lens, books, needles, wool, food,
kitchen supplies, clay, instrument, sheet music etc.)
Beauty products, esthetic treatments, beauty treatments, botox
E‐cigarettes

Recreation and Leisure

Activities and equipment that promote an active lifestyle

COVERED
Annual membership to Staatsbosbeheer, Natuurmonumenten or Fryske Gea
Boating / Sailing
o
o

Includes – lessons, safety courses, equipment (i.e. boat, paddleboat, rubber dingy, paddles, life jackets) and accessories (i.e.
water skis, wake boards, tow ropes)
Fees /costs for moorage

Biking (mountain, cross country, street)
o
o
o
o
o

Includes ‐ , specializes shoes, parts and maintenance, bicycle computers, saddle bags, tire pump, bell, reflectors, bicycle lock,
bike trainer, rain gear, new batteries for e‐bikes
E‐bikes or bicycle (mountain bike, racing bike, street bike, children’s bike)
Bicycle and/or E‐bike rental when on holiday or day out
Bicycle rack for car or caravan
Fees for parking bike in locked facility (like at station as part of commute)

Bowling / Darts
o

Includes – league fees, lessons, equipment (i.e. bowling ball, specialized shoes, shoe rental, darts, flights, dartboards)

Camping
o
o

Includes – sleeping bag, tent, ground cloth, inflatable matrass or sleeping mats, jerry can for drinking water
Accessories for tents and caravans like a canopy, additional poles, awning etc.

Fishing
o

Includes – lessons, equipment (e.g. rod, nets, hip/chest waders, hooks, lures, flies, reels, fishing line, tackle box etc.)

Hiking / Nordic walking
o

Includes – equipment (e.g. boots, specialized shoes, walking poles, baby carriers, backpacks, water bottles/drink water
systems), binoculars
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Horseback riding
o

Includes – lessons, equipment (i.e. saddles, helmet, riding crop, riding boots)

Water sports (other than the before mentioned)
o
o

Includes – lessons, rental and other necessary equipment and safety gear
Examples – (wind) surfing, snorkeling, rowing boat, kayak,








Accommodation / travel / food / beverage expenses
Apparel / clothing
Boats, motors, maintenance on boats / motors
Global Positioning systems (GPS), maps
Fishing license fees, fish filleting knife, depth finder, trolling device
Horse boarding, veterinary fees, vaccinations, health insurance, horse trailers (including any associated towing / license /
insurance / registration fees)
Off‐roading equipment (e.g. ATV, dirt bikes, motorcycles, snowmobiles, trucks, etc.)
Any motorized bicyles where you need a licence and registration for (bromfiets, snorfiets, ect.)
Trailer / for towing / hauling equipment (e.g. boat, rowing boat, motor bikes etc.) and any associated license / insurance /
registration fees
Vehicle rental
Does not include camping fees, food, dishes, fuel, camping stoves
Entry fees
Smart phone applications

NOT COVERED









Culture
Participating in cultural activities, broadening your horizon and personal growth

COVERED
Museumkaart
o A pass that gives you free entry to 400 museums throughout the country. www.museumkaart.nl
Supporting your local or favorite theater.
o Becoming a ‘friend’ of the theater means you support the theater financially. In return you get additional information,
sometimes priority seating, special access etc.
o Examples: join ‘Vrienden van de Harmonie in Leeuwarden (https://www.harmonie.nl/vrienden/)
o Join Vrienden van Theater Carré in Amsterdam
https://carre.nl/pagina/vrienden‐van‐carre
o Join vrienden van Theater Sneek
http://www.theatersneek.nl/bezoekersinfo/vrienden/
o Join vrienden van Theater De Leest in Waalwijk
http://www.deleest.nl/algemeen/theatervrienddeleest
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o
o

Become a friend of the Stadsschouwburg in Amsterdam
http://stadsschouwburgamsterdam.nl/steun‐de‐stadsschouwburg/particulieren/
Become a friend of the Hannema Huis, the museum in Harlingen
http://www.hannemahuis.nl/hannemahuis/vrienden‐hannemahuis_3143/

Theater and ‘Filmhuis’
o Tickets for theater shows and musicals in Dutch theatres
o Tickets for films at the various ‘Filmhuizen’ in the country. Example; Slieker in Leeuwarden, Filmhuis Sneek or Heerenveen,
Het Ketelhuis, Filmhuis Cavia or The Movies in Amsterdam.
o Supporting efforts, like becoming a ‘matador’ of Film in Friesland, where you can purchase tickets for films and the Noordelijk
Film Festival with a discount. Het Ketelhuis has a similar set‐up, where you receive a discount, when you become a friend of
the movie theatre.

NOT COVERED
o
o
o
o

Accommodation / travel / food / beverage expenses
Entertainment
Rock and pop concerts in venues like Ziggo Dome, Heineken Music Hall, Arena, Ahoy etc.
Mainstream film tickets for cinema’s like Pathé

Safety
Providing safety equipment

COVERED
Safety equipment
o
o
o

Safety boots
Hearing protection, Safety Glasses, safety gloves, helmets
VHF radio for boats

Home safety equipment
o
o
o
o
o
o

Fire escape ladders
Fire extinguishers
Smoke and carbon monoxide (CO2) detectors
Fire blanket
First Aid kit
Government advised and approved disaster package with minimal: radio on batteries, flashlight, waterproof matches,
warming blankets
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Car safety
o
o
o
o
o
o

Purchase of winter tires
Snow chains
Safety kit in car (danger triangle, yellow vest, first aid kit, warming blanket
Safe driving course (anti slip, safe driving in winter, caravan or trailer driving training, driving skill training)
Car seats for children
Emergency escape tools (like tool to break window, cut the seatbelt etc)

Bike safety
o
o
o
o
o

Other
o

helmet, water bottle system
Visibility jacket/vest, reflectors, lighting
Locks
Child seats
Tire repair Kit
Seasonal affectiveness disorder (SAD) light

NOT COVERED
o
o
o
o
o
o

Does not include equipment supplied by Vermilion to be used while working for Vermilion
Does not include costs of changing tires or storage of the tires.
Does not include lessons for driving license AM, A1, A2, A, B, C1, C, D1, D, C1E, CE, D1E, De or T or fees for exams.
Home safety equipment – candles, equipment installation, home alarm systems, batteries
Costs of a car, trailer or caravan
Bike trailers, separate child transporters
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